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HAUNTED HOUSE — Lester Skunk and Richard Valentine met yesterday with other members of the Richard
Valentine Puppets to discuss plans for their performance at the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club
Haunted House. Pictured, left to right, are Flora Sautel, children's room committee' member,Sharon Sautel, Valen-
tine, Stephanie Saute!, and Tonda West, children's room committee member. The annual money-making project of
the Kappas will be held at Carman Pavilion on Oct_ 24, 25 and 26. The puppets, along with characters from the
Community Theatre's production of "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," will perform between the hours of 6 and
8 all three evenings. The children's room is open to children of all ages.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
Planning Commission Conducts
_Twoliearingsviakes_ No Action-
By DEBBIE N LEE
Staff Reporter
The Murray Planning Commission
Tuesday night delayed action on
several items until its next meeting.
The public hearing on the first item, a
rezoning request from Edwin and Edna
Robinson of 1010 Payne St. to rezone the
rear portion of their lot from R-2 to B-2,
will be voted on at the next meeting of
the commission.
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson explained
that a rectangular area at the back of
their lot was originally a part of a lot
owned by James and Roberta Ward on
North 12th Street and that they pur-
chased it for use as a garden. The Ward
lot is now zoned B-2..
The Robinsons stated that there is a




Walter Byars, vice-chairman of2:he
Calloway County School Board< was
elected chairman of the First Region
Kentucky School Boards Assbciation at
the regular meeting at the Marshall
County High School pafeteria Tuesday
night. _
The school 'cts of the the first










BYARS ty, Marshall Coun-
ty, McCracken County, Trigg County,
Fulton Independent, Mayfield In-
dependent, Murray Independent' and
Paducah Thdependept.
Other officers elected include Tot
Walden of the Ballard County -School
Board as vice-chairman and Jack Rose,
:imperintendent of the Calloway County
School District, as secretary.
Bill Land, vice-president of the Ken-
tucky School Boards Association,
presided at the meeting. .
Jim Melton, executive director of the
K.S.B.A., and his staff presented the
program. Intluded in the program were
legislative issues for 1980, status of
collective bargaining in Kentucky,
K.S.B.A insurance trust programs,
K.S.B.A. state convention, and the
Natiorull School Boards Association
national convention.
• Immediat. past officers of the First
Region K.S.B.A. include Leonard Elrod
of.the McCracken County School Board
as chairman, Joe Dyer of the Calloway
County School Boa ad as vice-chairman,
and Bill Brown of the McCracken Coun-
ty School District as secretary. 
.
•
Don Henry, chairman of the Murray
School Board, served as chairrnqn of
the-neminetingrommitter vim=
Uri-M.111e noinfiialrnirCOmrhitlee were
11ill Skinner of McCracken County and
Kay Show otFaiton County. •
operation will buy the Ward lot and the
50 additional feet will- be needed in
order for the franchise to approve the
purchase.
No opposition was voiced to the
rezoning request. City Planner Steve
Zea said that it was his opinion that the
area in question, surrounded on three
sides by business zoning, was inap-
propriately zoned.
A second public hearing concerned
the request from the city of Murray to
rezone the property on U. S. 641 North
where the Sanitation Department is
presently located from R-4 to 13-2.
Zea said that the city recently lt‘l
accepted a bid from Croud/Con-
struction Co. to build Za new
headquarters for the 'Sanitation
Department on Andrus Drive. The city
is leaning toward leasing the property
on a long-term baiis since it may be
needed for citydse in the distant future,
according to/Zea.
Properii on both sides of the city lot
is zoned B-2. The commission will vote
on this rezoning request at the next
ydeeting.
/ John Pasco Sr. of Pasco Development
Co. appeared before the commission to
ask for the city to abandon the idea of
connecting Wells Drive to 17th Street.
The city council, when presented with
the request, asked for the Planning
Commission to make, a recom-
mendation in the matter.
Pasco presently has duplexis op'
Wells Drive and said he needs the
additional area in order to hav,e'large
enough lots on which to build,additional
duplexes: Pasco, who said'he gave the
land to the city in 1949, said that he
either wants the city to make Wells
Drive a through..4reet or to give Mn'
back a portion/of the land.
z
Zea stated that it would be very ex-
pensive to connect Wells Drive to 17th
Stp4t. Street superintendent Ray Clark
,eatimated the cost at about 87,500.
However, Zea said he does feel that 17th
Street should be opened. The street
presently dead ends at Hamilton and
resumes at College Terrace. In order to
open either Wells Drive or 17th Street,
bridges would have to be built.
Bill Bailey presented a petition to the
commission containing signatures of
area residents who are opposed to the
closing of 17th Street.
Zea told the commission of a sub-
division west of town owned by Joe Hal
Spann. Spann sold two lots in the
subdivision and the owners were
determined not to have a clear deed to
the property because a preliminary
plat had never been presented to the
commission. The commission decided
to wait until its next meeting when the
plat will be submitted.
n Homecoming Parade.
-Racers Run for the Gold" will be the
theme for the 1978 Homecoming Parade
of approximately 140 untts at Murray
State University on Saturday morning.
To begin on 15th Street alongside
Sparks Hall at 9:30 a.m., the parade,
one of the traditional highlights of the
weekend celebration on the campus,
will proceed down Main Street to
downtown Murray and wind around the
courthouse square.
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, who
serves the First Congressional District
of Kentucky, will be the grand marshal.
His wife Joyce, their two daughters,
Kelly and-Ktista,--and his parents, Dr.
and Mrs. Carrdl Hubbard, Sr., of
Louisville, will be with him on his visit
to Murray.
Along with the usual array of floats,
the parade will include the five
Homecoming Queen finalists, a 10-man'
sports parachute-team from the 101st
Airborne Division at Ft. Campbell, and
14 area high 'kb:id, junior high, and
middle school bands. -
.Nominees for the, fitle of 1978
Homecoming queeuate: Lisa Barriger,
Paducah_ senior; Beti Jean Fox,
Louisville Ardor; Pamela Graham,
Belleville/ ill., junior; Barbara
. -
Kemper, Murray senior; and Ranona
Ligon, Bardwell sophomore.
The skydivers from the -Screaming
Eagles" division of the U.S. Army will
later drop into Stewart Stadium by
parachute shortly before the 2 p.m.
kickoff to deliver the game ball to of-
ficials before the clash between the
Racers and East Tennessee State
University.
Bands that will march in the parade
include high school units from Murray,
Calloway County, Obion (Tenn.)
Cewntral, Dawson Springs, Union
County. Livingston Central._ and
RalLard- Mamectel,- itinter-
from Callaway County, New
Providence, Benton, North Marshall,
and South Marshall, and seventh and
eighth grade units from Murray Middle
Sdiool.
Leading the parade will be the
Murray State ROTC Color Guard. The
Racer Band, majorette squad,
cheerleaders, school mascot, and Violet
Cactus, the Thoroughbred which circles
the track in the stadium when the
football team scores, will also be near
the front of the procession.
Special guests riding in the parade
will include members of the board of
regents, Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
SWEARING IN — Capt. John Raymond Slater was sworn in yesterday as
commanding officer of the new Murray National Guard Unit by Brig. Gen.
Taylor L Davidson, deputy adjutant general for the state. Slater, a super-
visor on the assembly line at Tappan, and his family live at Croppie Hollow.
The Murray unit, a part of Company C of the First Battalion, 123rd Armor
Division with headquarters in Paducah, was formed as a split of the combat
unit in Hickman, which is commanded by Capt. Ronnie Hutson of Murray.
The battalion also has tank companies in Marion, Madisonville and Hopkin-
sville. The Murray unit will be inspected for federal recognition Nov. 1. Brig.
Gen. Davidson indicated that the unit was pleased with the support of the
local officials and other business and professional people in the com-
munity. The local armory headquarters, located on Sunbury Circle off of
South Fourth Street, is open seven days a week from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The
telephone number is 753-4042.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. tee
Two Public Meetings To Deal With Effect
Of Tennessee'-Tombigbee On Counties
Two public meetings, one in West
Kentucky, are scheduled the last week
of this month dealing with the effects a
completed Tennessee-Tornbigbee
Waterway will have on 47 counties in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and
Mississippi.
Col. ' Robert K. Tener, Nashville
District engineer for the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, said the meetings
- concern the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Corridor Study which Congress
authorized along the entire route of the
waterway from the mouth of the
Tennessee River to the Gulf of Mexico.
First of the two meetings is on
Tuesday, Oct. 24, in Waverly Central
High School in Waverly, Tenn. The
second is Thursday, Oct. 26. in the
Kentucky Dam Village Auditorium at
the Kentucky Dam Village State Park
at Gilbertsville. Both meetings begin at
7 p.m.
The study is of water and land related
resource needs in the corridor along the
waterway - not of the waterway itself. It
will focus on economic development,
human resources, environmental
quality and water-related resources.
One feature of the study is an iden-
tification of training programs needed
in preparing corridor residents to
compete for new jobs made available
by economic development resulting
from the waterway.
There are eight Kentucky counties in
the corridor and ten in Tennessee.
Mississippi has 13 counties included
To- kppear On Natrona-711
and Alabama has 16. Data collected on
many subjects in the corridor counties
Will be provided to local, regional and
state planners and other interested
persons.
CoL Tener urged area citizens to
attend the meetings and present their
views concerning what the study should
accomplish and how it should be con-
ducted. Once a plan of study is ap-
proved an inventory of area resources
will be undertaken to determine
development possibilities.
He pointed out that in studying the
area economic development aspects,
the Corps a Engineers would not be
selecting plans and making recom-
mendations, but would be identifying
the options open to landowners and
decision makers. All elements of the
planning will be coordinated closely.
-
The 47 counties included in the
corridor, by state, are:
Kentucky — Caldwell, Calloway,
Christian, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken,
Livingston, Trigg. 
Tennessee — Benton, Decatur,
Hardin, Henry, Humphreys, Houston,
McNairy, Perry, Stewart, Wayne.
Alabama — Baldwin, Choctaw,
Clarke, Colbert, Franklin, Fayette,
Greene, Hale, Lamar, Marengo,
Marion, Lauderdale, Mobile, Pickens,
Sumter, Washington.
— Alcorn Chickasaw,
Clay, ltawarnba, Kemper, Lauderdale,
Lee, Lowndes, Monroe, Notubee,
Oktibbeha, Prentiss, Tishomingo. -
Murray Student Named To McDonakrs Band
Feeling a sense of accomplishment
and reaping the rewards after years of
hard work make it all worth it in any
endeaVor. And for James Byron
. Harrison of 402 S. llth Street, the
discipline and dedication have paid off.
Harrison, 402 S. llth Street, Murray,
has been chosen for the 1978
'McDonald's All-American High School
Rand The announcement of Harrison
becoming a member of the band was
-mule by owner-operstoti
Michael Love, who operate . the
Mcnonakl's restaurant at 107 N. 12th in
- -Murry.
The band consists of 102 of the top
high school musicians in the country-
two from each state and the District of
Columbia. Each member is selected for
the band by Director Paul Lavelle and
a panel of music educators.
The musical unit will perform in the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in
New York as well as a special concert
at Carnegie Hall. They will also per-
form in the Tournament of Roses
Piiiade- Crailona.
New Year's Day. Each parade will be
telecast on the NBC and-CBS television
fletworks, giving hiimetown 'viewer-4' a
chance to see the performances.
The McDonald's All-American High
School Band was organized in 1967 to
bring recognition to outstanding high
school musicians, much in the same
way that athletes are hohored. All of
Harrison's travel,- accommodations
and expenses in New York and
California will be paid by McDonald's.
Is a sada In PAurray
High School band, and Welt nominated
-for all-American honors by former
bland director Jbe R. Sills, and 'Jamey
Light, the hand's current director.
He will arrive in New York City on
Friday, Nov. 17 to meet his fellow band
members for the first time," says Clyde
Love. "Concentrated rehearsal
sessions will then begin in preparation
for the 111.acy's Parade and the Band's
,it before millions of spectators and
more than 100 million TV viewers He
again iJ jIjdfri eadforaia a
few days priartolfaw Year's Day to
prepare. for The Tospament of Roses
Parade."
president emeritus, and his wife, and
President and Mrs. Constantine W.
Currts.
Nine floats representing Greek and
independent campus groups will be
competing for trophies. Winners will be
announced during pregame ceremonies
to begin at 1:30 p.m., when the
Homecoming Queen will also be
crowned. -
Among other entriesin the parade
will be Shriner units with clowns, an
Oriental band, mint-cars, and a
motorcycle patrol, Cub Scouts, Girl
Scouts, Ranger and Pershing R10.
-tat1tS,*iitlquetai5 tmtt baton twirling  -
groups.
As many as 15,000 alumni, students,
former students, and friends are ex-
pected to turn out over the
Homecoming weekend to enjoy Friday
and Saturday activities and to renew
friendships during the 46th annual fall
get-together.
Although much of the attention will
center on the parade and football game
on Saturday, a variety of other events is
also on the schedule for the two days_
Homecoming Eve activities will
include the ninth annual Homecoming
Golf Tournament, the third annual
Homecoming Tennis Tournament (also
played on Sunday), a pep rally 'with a
bonfire, fireworks, and music by the
Racer Band, a free concert featuring
nationally-known trumpeter Marvin
Stamm, the annual Agriculture Alumni
Association dinner, and a midnight
movie.
Besides the usual assortment of
breakfasts, coffees, brunches, lunches,
dinners, and parties for fraternities,
sororities, and other organizations, the
Saturday schedule also includes an
open basketball practice session
conducted by new Racer head coach
Ron Greene, the .annual Alumni
Smorgasbord, a postgame reception at




E. J. Haverstoek;t4ce president for
manufacturing for the Tappan Com-
pany, will serve as acting manager at
the company's Murray plant until a
permanent plant manager is located,
according to an announcement made
this morning.
Haverstock, who served as plant
' manager here until








said, 'I will beac-
HAvERsrocK ting as general
manager during an interim period until
we locate a general manager as a
replacement.'
Haverstock said that as of today, for-
mer plant manager Thomas E. Uice is
no longer with the company.
Haverstock emphasized that his
tenure as acting plant manager will not
be permanent and said he anticipated a








Deaths & Ftuierals  12-A
Horoscope 3-A
Let's Stay Well 2-A






Sunny and warmer today
Highs in the upper 60s to low 70s.
Clear and cool tonight. Lows in
the low to mid 40s. Mostly sunny
and a little cooler Thursday.
Highs in the mid 60s
Kentuckx Extended Forecast
Partly cioudy Friday through
Sunday with a warming trend
throughLthi4eriod.- Laws frau -*4









Chapter of Beta Sigma Phttias
held twoineetuigs for the new
year.
The first meeting was held
a at the home of Mrs. Marsha
Vernot.
-preStdffit, Keg-dal at t&--
- meeting which started with an
international potluck, Each
member brought a dial from
- another coal-try.
Meipbers donated bloog to
the blood banlioa Oclolier S. A
' donation was taken up for the
Ronnie Bean Family 'whose
home was destroyed by fire.
As a money-making project,
- :it was decided to sell balloons
at the MSU homecoming
parade. Balloons will be 25
cents each.
Members present were Julie
English, Marsha Vernot,
Becky Phillips, Brenda Jones, -
Chris Loftis, Nancy Herndon,
Liz Hill. Vicki Overby, and
Gwen Cooper.
.• The second meeting .of the
• . year wa.s held at the home of
Mrs. Sarah Edwards, mother
al Seienber Becky Phillips-
Mrs. Phillips swirled as




that orders for current will be
taken all year. • -
Leaisons named for the
coming year were Chris Loftis
and Niuicy Herndon. Liz Hill
was narriod as parlimen-
tarian. Vicki Overby was -
named as the new ways and
means Chairman.
Marsha Vernot gave a talk
on pa-limentary procedure
and Becky Phillips gave a
program on "Learning to
Learn."
At the close of meeting, Mrs.
Phillips served refreshments.
Members present were Julie
English, Marsha Vernot,
Brenda Jones, Vicki Overby,
Chris Loftis, Nancy Herndon,
Liz Hill, Becky Phillips, Gwen
Cooper, and Linda Hunt.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
To Hold Campout At Piney
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will hold its
monthly campout at piney
Campground in the'" Land
Between the Lakes on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. Oct. 20,
21, and 22.
Andy and Linda Rogers will
-be wagorunasters with Ckartie
and Gayle Adams as
:assistants. A chili supper will
be held on Saturday night and
devotional services on Sunday




The Woman's Club of
Madisonville will present a
HARVEST HOME TOUR on
Sunday, Nov. 5, from one to
SAS p.iitt. 
Six outstanding -times in
Madisonville, from the old_
restored to the modern
designs, will be open with
something _ of interest for
every taste. In addition, two
fine office buildings will be on
the Tour.
Tickets, at four dollars
each, are available from any-
Woman's Club member, or at
The Paper MW and Ceil's. On
the day of the Tour; tickets
may be purchased at Tour
headquarters, the law office of
C. Terry Earle, 21 Sugg Street,
Madisonville. Ticket holders
may visit as many homes and
offices on, the Tour as they
choose, in any continuation.
Refreshments will be served
at the office of Dr. James
Wells, T&T Square.
,John Bowker, club
president, urges all members
and interested campers to
attend.
The September campout
was also held at Piney during
___wagonmasters and Fred and
Dalt aktohnaaun ad l C8L aumn t p ee r rsi WallaceFr at hi r with.as
assistants.
A potluck supper was served
on Saturday evening at the
Wallace's camp site with 58
persons attending. The group
later attended the Men's
Beauty Pageant at the am-
phitheatre, 'sponsored by the
Murray club. Local men
participating included John
Bowker, Rudolph Howard, J.
B. Burkeen, Dock ,Wallace,
Nix Crawford, Hunter Love,
Grover Burkett, and Earl
Warford with Wayne Halley as
master of ceremonies. Joan
Bowker was organist.
At. the Sunday morning
worship services the Rev.
Earl Warford was the speaker
with special music by the
Reflections from the Salem
Baptist Church. Lynn Grove,





learned how to drive through
the use of more than 37,000
motor vehicles loaned by new
car dealers during the 1977-78
school year, according to the
Highway Users Federation.
The federation, a nonprofit
business coalition, said the
total retail value of the loan-
cars was more than $240
million.
•  OAk
111 .** • •.•.W
ton ites movies
For Program Information, Please Cali 753-3314
suia4 REVENGE
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HOLLY BIRRY BAZAAR ILOTsertson, left, and Louise Goode are shown making peppermint-candy-filledclown-tree ornaments to be sold at the Holly Berry Bazaar 78 on Saturday, Nov. 11, at the first Presbyterian Church.The bazaar will be sponsored by the women of the church and on the left are shown many of the beautiful hand-made items that will be available at this third annual Holly Berry bazaar. Mrs. Robertson and the Senior High YouthGroup will be in charge of the "Holly Berry Tea Room," and Mrs. Goode will be attending to the plants in "Vines,-fTC.--A new feature to this year's bazaar will be shoppe designed And stocked especially for cradle to teens_
Let's,Stay Well Dr. F.J.L. BLASINGAME
ExtraReartbeats
Q. Ms. L. S., in-her. late
30s, writes that she is trou-
bled with occasional "hard
beats" of her heart. She
has no pain or shortness of
breath. Several months
ago she had a physical
examination, but her phy-
sician told her that her
heart, is normal. Her fa-
ther died of a heart attack,
and she wonders if that
makes her more likely to
have heart trouble.
A. You have likely been
experiencing extrasystoles
(contractions). These oc-
cur occasionally in heart
muscle that is altogether
normal. They have been
observed by physicians for
years and found to be of no
consequence so far as full
activity and a long life are
concerned.
Actually, the heart mus-
cle contracts prematurely
in extrasystoles, and the
next beat is a bit delaYed
So that the heart contracts
the following time on a
fully-filled ventricle. This
WOMAN OF THE YEAR-Jean Elkins, right, was selected
as 1978 Woman of the Year by the Business and Professional
Women's Club of Murray. Shown presenting her with her pin
is Frances Whitnell, 1976 Woman of the Year, standing in for
1977 Woman of the Year. Euple Ward. who is vacationing in
Ireland. The presentation was made at the breakfast meeting
held Sunday morning, Oct. 15. at the Boston Tea Party. Mrs.
Elkins is head pharmacist at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
and is director of District I of the Kentucky Federation of
B&PW Clubs. This was the first event in activities in ob-
servance of National Business Women's Week. Today a
luncheon was held at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. The
club will have a dinner meeting on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at
Big Joe's Barbecue with Jo Curris, Murray attorney, as
guest speaker. Doris Rowland is chairman of the Business
Women's Week activities.
Mrs. John C. Winter Gives
Program At Magazine ileet-
The Magazine Club met
Thursday, Sept. 28 at two p.m.
at the Holiday Irm with Mrs.
Ronald Chui chill as hostess
serving pie and coffee.
The devotions were given by
Mrs. F.E. Crawford. She'
compared the recent peace
effort between Egyptians and
Israelis at the Camp David
meeting called by President
Carter to similar situations in
ancient Bible times_
Following the theme of the
programs for the year,
"Trends of the Future," Mrs.
John C. Winter gave an in-
formative and interesting talk
on "Changing Times in
M;isic." Mrs. Winter is a
native of Lake Charles, La.
and is a graduate in Music
from Newcomb College in
New Orleans. During her 20
years of teaching piano in
Murray, she has taught over
300- children.
,Mr. Winter emphasized the
university of music as it
permeates every facet of
society. "It is the most ex-
pensive of organized sound.
The roots of music are found









mirrors, are reflections of
ourselves and our •modes of
living. Music of the future will
reflect living patterns also
The -business meeting was
conducted by the..president




The wedding of Misi Bar-
bara Aline Pierce, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Pierce,
and Charles Ronald
Billington, son of Mrs. Daisy
Billington and the late Rex
Billington, will be solemnized
on Friday, Oct. 20, at seven
p.m. at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
The Rev. John Jones will
officiate at the wedding. A
recep,tion will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
: CUT CALORIES
When you bake or broil
thicken-at tiorne,_take the skin
off bnterzasnicook it. This will
eliminate inostot the tst and
melte the chicken loirer ttr
calories
full load of blood makes the
beat feel "hard" or differ-
ent.
The premature contrac-
tion is due to a small
contraction stimulus aris-
ing in part of the heart
muscle. The extra sites of
irritability in the muscle
may arise from stress,
fatigue, alcohol, smoking,
or excessive caffeine in
coffee, tea, or cola drinks.
Some persons note extra
beats when they have a
mild infection, Such as a
cold, sore throat, or the flu.
Avoiding any of these
might be helpful to you in
reducing the number of
"hard beats," as you call
them.
Your having such beats
dues not mean that you
have any organic heart
disease that will worsen
and threaten your life.
These extrasystoles arein-
no way related to the fact
that your father had a fatal
heart attack.
Irregular heartbeats
coming in a series, espe-
cially when • associated
with weakness, a fast
pulse, pain, nausea, faint-
ness, or shortness of
breath, may be signs of
organic heart disease. It-
would require the attention
of a physician for diagnosis.
and treatment. ,An occa-
sional "palpitation" in an
otherwise healthy person
is usually ,nothing to be
concerned about.
In view of the fact that
you had a favorable report
from your physician, you
should feel reassured. If
you 'are unable to find a
cause, such as too much
coffee or tea, and if your
symptoms persist, you
should see your physician
again and tell him about
the persistence of the
"hard beats" and your
anxiety about them. More
reassurance from him




chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Thomas Ingram of
Mayfield Route Seven for
their baby boy, weighing eight
pounds three ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Sunday, Oct. 8, at 3:58 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is self employed
as a farmer. They have two
daughters, Debbie Sue,
eleven, and Stacy Renee, five.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Mary Ingram of Murray
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Bazzell of Murray
Route One. A great grand-
mother is Mrs. Ham Adams of
Murray Route One. ,
FOR BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don Fox
of Murray Route Four are the
parents of a baby boy, Jamie
Lee, weighing three pounds
six ounces', measuring
inches, born on Saturday, Oct.
7, at 8:05 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed by J.
L. Allen Used Cars of Cadiz.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Prilice Fox and Mr. and
_ _Harmon, all of
-Murray. A great grandmother
Is Mrs. Mabel Fuqua of
Murray.
• 






(Susan) Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Nicholas . Baby Boy
(Charlotte), Rt. 1, Benton.
Dismisrials
Thomas E. Pickard, Rt. 7,
Bx. 182, Murray, H.L. Ford,
RI, 7, Bx. 254 Murray, Ronald
D. Carroll, 1619 Catalina Dr.,
Murray', Kenneth J.
Buchanan, Bx. 35, Lynn
Grove, Jimmy Dale Herndon,
1620 Kirkwood, Murray, Miss
Tracy J. Beyer, Rt. 2, Bx. 264-
B, Murray, Mrs. Barbara M..•
Bucy and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Bx.
143, Buchanan, Term., Mrs. -
Cathy J. Stratton and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Mayfield, Mrs.
Donna M. Carr, 1710 Plain-
view, Murray, Mrs. Barbara
J. Vincent, 1602 Murray St.,
Mayfield, Miss Theresa E.
Conway, P.O. Bx. 8067 Woods
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Doris A.
Snow, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Mrs. Katherine M. Gipson,
Bx. 279, New Concord; Miss
Diane M. Mulkey. Bt.__ 0202
Wood Hall, Murray, Mrs.
Edith S. Mathis, Rt. 4, Bx. 700,
Murray, Mrs. Lucy T.
McDaniel, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Willard Jones, RI 3, Murray.
'Deck










DEAR ABBY: I am sick of reading about "dirty old men."
How about dirly.eld women'?
I am a retirecNiachelor of 63, and, take,my word for it, a
who Tinstin a wheelchair isn't- safe alone any iv here.
Last year I went ona cruise ter relaxation, and the women
1-,o-tildn'e1eave me aliine:One-wornan, who admittectio being
60, propositioned me for afternoen dates, evening dates and
_e_ven /At, ,didesi_lithea I _told her I_ was "tired," _she dropped
the key to her room into my pocket and told. me to get some
rest and pay her a visit.
A 71-year-old widow kept writing me love notes and
sending me presents. Even the young ones made passes at
me. One gal in her 30s asked me to dance. Then she
whispered, "Let's get together, Pops. What are you saving-
it for - the prom?"
I may be old-fashioned, Abby, but I still think the man
should do the asking. Or have times changed that much?
OLD-FASHIONED FELLOW
:ADM RTEL : If my mail reflects the times accurate.
ly, most men enjoy being pursued. And what's this "dirty
old" business? There's nothing "dirty" about a romantic es-
counter. And nobody's "'old" anymore - they've just bees
Arouisd-tos-is4aug-tamsb----- ---
DEAR ABBY: A young neighbor of mine has a beautiful,
adopted 8-year-old daughter I'll call Cindy. She adopted her
when she was 5, so Cindy knows she's adopted.
When Cindy gets out of hand, her mother threatens to
take her back to the orphanage! Naturally, this terrifies the
child into behaving.
I think this is a very poor way to discipline a child. Should
I say something to the mother, or keep my mouth shut? •
FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR
DEAR NEIGHBOR: For goodness sake, SAY
SOMETHING! But remember that you are cleating with a
very ignorant woman. Don't criticize her for her cruel tac-
tics-instead, try to make her understand that a child
adopted at 5 has an even greater need to feel secure, and
should never be threatened with rejection or abandonment.
- DEAR -ABBY:Titi13.Tfeeently inet a 13-year-old girl ad
I think I'm in love, but I don't think it will last long if she
ever finds out' that I can't dance.
This girl just loves to dance. So far, I have been able -to
keep her interested just talking. What should I do?
BILLY THEKID
DEAR BILLY: There's no shame in not knowing ho' to -
do something. The only shame is refusing to learn. Admit
the girl that you never learned how to dance, and ask her to.
teach you. Her responke will tell you all you need to know.
Do yousiwisk you 'had more friends? For ,the secret of
Popularity, Lot Abby's new booklet: ",How To Be Popu1ar4--
You's* Never Too Young or Too Old:" Send $I with • long.
jell addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby, 132





Tubbs Baby Boy (Christina)
6, Bx. 81A, Murray,
Tharpe Baby Bo Y (Patricia),
Rt. 1, Hazel, Peeler Baby Girl
(Tanunie) D-1, Fox Meadows,
Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Mary K. Traywick, Rt.
2, McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs.
Helen D. Blalock, Rt. 3, Bx.
429-K, Murray, Norman D.
Hale, 303 N. 5th, Murray,
William C. Freeman, 1202
Smith, Paris, Tenn., Miss
Libby S. Studdard, 1710
Melrose, Murray, Mrs. Karen
M. McTaggart, Rt. - 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Janet Mathis
Jones and Baby Boy, 708"E1n
Benton, Mrs. Debbie J. '
Kimbro and Baby Girl, Rt 7,
Murray, Alan W. West, 7th &
Chestnut, Calvert City, Mrs.
Marion E. Williams, Rt. 3, Bx.
1106, Murray, Mrs. Cluistine
Southard, Rt. 7, KingswoocT
Sub., Murray, Michael W.
Flood, 1202 Lone Oak Village,
Paris, Mathew-P. Cot, P.O.-
Bx. 531, Murray, William R.
Robinson, Rt. 1, Water Valley,
Mrs. Flossie M. Outland, 1303
Vine, Murray,. Mrs. Agnes
Maier, Rt. 6, Murray, Jack
Skinner, 209 Walnut St.,
Murray, 'Jim L. Donelson, Rt.
6, Murray, Sabern L. Price,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Roy E.





























This coming Saturday it's celebration time for the other
TWIN
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tlefTwair-
. Wednesday, October 18
Thè Murray Human Rights'
Commission will meet at 5: 30
in the City Hallpuilding.




Betty Sledd Baptist Young
Women of First Baptist
Church will meet with Mrs.
Lekry Bell at nine a.m. •
Bowling- •. for Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority will be at
Corvette Lanes at seven p.m.
ristian Men's Fellottship
of First Christian Church will
Meet for dinner in OW
fellowship hall of the church.
First United Methodist
Church Men will have their
dinner meeting at the church
at 6:30 p.m. with Mike Gunter
and Danny Hudson to present
the program.
Thursday, October 19
Xl Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma 'Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
, First Baptist Church will meet




will meet with Linda Begley,




will meet at seven p.m. for
conferences with teachers and
at 7:30 p.m. for business
meeting.
Murray Art Guild will be--Musician Dave Rudolf will open until ten p.m. today.be presented in a concert at
eight p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium, Murray
State University,- sponsored
by Student Governm_ent----mtwartrar.- formation call 759-4878.
20-Grand-Essence Disco, a
Black Advisory Council ac-
tivity, will start at nine p.m. at




Murray- Woman's Club Will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house with Bill Moffett to
speak about the Shriners'
Crippled Children's Hospital.
A breakfast will not be held.
 - — e LaLethe League will meet
at the home of Jennifer
Heegel, .111 North Seventh
Street, at 7:30 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4878.
Comedian Kelly Monteith
will be presented by the
Student Government
Association as part of
homecoming activities at
eight p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is $2.00
with $1.00 for students with ID
cards.
Murray Art Guild will be
open until ten p.m. today.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will




will meet for dinner at Big
Joe's Barbeque with Jo
Curris, attorney, as speaker.
Murray Women-- of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
with officers meeting at seven
p.m. at the lodge hall on North
16th Street.
Town and , Country
Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Don
Bennett at 7:30 p.m.
Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet
at the. home of Mrs. Don
Bennett at 7:30 p.m.
Racers Homemakers Club "
will meet with Linda Begley,




will meet at seven p.m. for.
conferences with teachers and










All mothers-to-be - come by and
register for a new maternity outfit.
Top and jeans or slacks to be given
away October 30. You do not have to





Betty Sledd Baptist Young
Church will meet with M
Larry Bell at nine a.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Chukh will meet
.with Mrs. Mike Dougan at
seven p.m.
s Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the Hazel Community
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., hand work and
visiting at 10:30 a.m.., lunch at
noon, and table games at one
LaLeche League will meet
Sat the home of Jennifer tag Night and Men's Golf •
lieegel, "North Seventh Awards- Night will be held atsusiat,44.4434....p.m...ses414._the Murray Cuuntry Club.
Alpha Mu Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will
meet at the home of Mrs. Pam
Shields, Johnny Robertson
Road, at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, October 20
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with Andy
and Linda Rogers as
wagonmasters and Charlie
and Gayle Adams as
assistants. A chili supper will
be served Saturday night.
•.The Speer Family will be
presented in a gospel sitking,
sponsored by Murray Postal
Workers for Crippled
Children's Telethon, at
Calloway County High School
gym at 7:30 p.m.
Aurora's First Country
Festival will open with square
dancing .,:with Larry Jackson
as caller at the Wishing Well
at eight p.m. -
Open Horse Show, spon-
sored by the Hardin and South
Marshall Riding Club, Will be
at seven p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. Entry fee
will be two dollars. Admission
will be one dollar per person
over six years of age.
Homecoming Tennis
Tournament for all Murray
State University alumni, their
guests, faculty, staff, and
supporters of the University
will start at eight a.m.
Golf Tournament for
Murray State Alumni will
start at nine a.m. at the
Murray Country Club.
Pep Rally, Bonfire, and
MSU Thoroughbred Band and




Stamrn, trumpet artist, and
MSU Jatz Band and MSU Jazz
Combo, conducted by
Raymond Conklin, will be at
--Lovett Auditorium at 8:30
p.m. This is open to the public,
free of charge, sponsored by
Peoples Bank.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by nine a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Owl Prowl will start at 7:30
p.m. at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
ain Of The We19






Not pictured, is Sylvia Thomas, a transferee.






FOR THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1973(_
XI ALPHA PHI CHAPTER of Beta Sigma Phi recently held a ritual for members
progressing to the newly formed Evemplar Chapter. Those reci.iving the degree were,
left to right, front row, Linda Rogers, Dortha Stubblefielsl, Edna Vaughn, Tricia Nesbitt,
joretta Randolph, Linda Fain, Rita Burton, Dot Barrow, and Beverly Gillow-ay.
FIVE GENERATIONS-Mu. ;Attie Cooper Richie, Salem
Church Road, Mayfield Route Seven, seated right, holds her
great great grandson, James Bryant tJamie ) Burkeen, born
Sept. 15 to her great grandaughter, Mrs. Dennis B. (Gail)
Burkeen. Murray Route One, seated left. Standing on the
right is Mrs. Elizabeth Jones, Salem Church Road, May
Route Seven, who is the daughter SI Mrs. Richie, grand— -
mother of Mrs. Burkeen, great grandmother of Jamie, and
the mother of Ernie Sheridan, Murray, standing left, father
of Mrs. Burkeen, grandfather of Jamie, and grandson of Mrs.
Richie. Jamie is the first great great grandson of Mrs.
'
Mrs. Lee W.• Fox' Honored,
Surprise Birthday Party
A surprise birthday
celebration was held for Mrs.
Lee W. Fox, the former Hope
Yarbrough, at her home 800




friends and relatives as they
arrived.
"Happy Birthday Ma" was
the message atop a -white
birthday cake decorated with
autumn flowers. The birthday
cake and cider punch were
.stryed- from the dining table,
which featured a wicker
basket arrangement of golden
chrysanthemums.
Guests that visited with
Mrs. Fox and her husband,
Lee W. Fox during the af-
ternoon were Mittie Roberts,
Edna Lee Wilson, Velda Bucy,
Loren Sloman, Bernice
Buchanan Noah, Laura L.









Never use a can of fruit or
vegetables if one or both of its
ends are swollen. This doesn't
ordinarily happen, but it may-
/especially if the can has been
I" forgotten and stored for an
overlong time.
WRIGHT
NEW YORK ( AP) - The
first comprehensive
exhibition of decorative ob-
jects and designs by
celebrated architect Frank .
Lloyd Wright _continues at
New York University's Grey







'Ronnie Fox, .and Janet] Fox.
Birthday wishes received by
phone were from' Alene Dunn
Evans, Sadie Nell Waters,
John Randolph, and Mr. and
_ Mrs. Carman Yarbrough, El
Paso, Texas.
SCORPIOWhat kind of day will
to( 24 Nov. 22) nietVtomorrow be? To fiaidout what ,__°(.1
Harness your energy to gettbit stars re-ad i&w-essary ---
forecast given for Ym. utrui relax enjoyably in thSign. hours. A new friend could
brighten your We con,
siderably.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) lerilit>
Expect to hear from a
distant relative. Good newt; is
on theway, and there's a
chance that a little sum of
money will be involved.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Use your irrepressible good
spirits to cheer up a depressed




(Apr. 21 to May 21) ‘••••
Don't let co-workers get
away with passing the buck.
Stand up for your rights, and
tell it like it is. Be assertive.
HILL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David
501 Lynnwood Court, Murray,
announce-thy bit tir of a baby
girl, Stephanie Lynn,
weighing six pounds six
ounces, measuring 181/2 in-
ches, born on Monday, Oct. 16,
at 3:14 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed by
Don Stimso_n Electric of
Mayfield. They have one son,
Mickey, six.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Hill and Mrs.
Christine Tabers and the late
Rex Tabers, all of Murray.
LAIRD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Laird of
Puryear, Tenn:, are the
parents of .a baby girl,
Jacqueline Mason, weighing
seven pounds 4',12 ounces, bort!
on Thursday, Oct. 12, at the
Murray-Calloway Coaity
Hospital.
•The mother is-the former
Deborah Mason. Grand-
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wymond L. Mason of
Springfield, Ill., and Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Laird ,of Paris,
Tenn.
SYKES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Neale Sykes of
Fulton Route Five announce
the birth of a baby boy,
Russell Paul, weighing five
pounds seven ounces, born on
Sunday, Oct. 8, at 3:55 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They haver two daughters,
Lea Ann, 16, and Lori LYrui,
nine, and one brother, Rkity,
13.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Cleo Sykes of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Kaiser of Kenosha, Wis.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
You are very attractive to
the opposite sex today -
---bution't get carried away. It
could lead to long-range
complications.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23_ 
DonT viae
over past problems. Face
today withoptimism. A bright
outlook can change the
complexion of things and
bring you good luck.
LEO
July 24 -to Aug. 23)44g
Stop worrying. Your fears
are groundless. As a matter of
fact, the prospects for the
immediate future are better
than they've been in weeks.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP
Don't let passion run away
witb you. This can only lead to
trouble as you know from past
performance. Let your
mind,not your emotions, rule.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
An imaginative 'idea will
pay off if you present it for,.-
cefully. Your ingenuity is at
its peak today, so give it full
sway.
eys#AT-
You may feel down, but put
up a good front and no one will
be the wiser. The problem
that's bothering you is on its
way to a happy solution.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Someone you love needs
your help and sympathy.
Resist the impulse to dismiss
his or her problems lightly.
They could beserions.
PISCES.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C'
Don't let a business
assignment throw you. It's a
little out of your range of
experience, but you are
capable of handling it.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
conservative streak that's
counteredby your brilliant
imagination. You tend to be
sensitive, even self-conscious
at times, and yet you can
inspire others with your flair
for words and for deeds. Your
imagination is livelyand could
lead you to a career in writing
or the theater. You are
meticulous about details and
enjoy research, qualities that
might make you a brilliant
attorney. If you further your
education, your versatility
should lead you to success in
your chosen field. Birthdate
of: Herbert Kalmbach,







•Bynum, Baby Girl (Vickie),
Rt. 1, FaTr-ningt on .
Dismissals
Mrs. Stella M. Cavitt, .417
Cherry, Murray, Albert -W-.
Nichy Jr., D-12 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda K. Moon
and Baby Girl, 510 Irvine St.,
Paris, Tenn., James A. Cox,
6464 Arsenal, St. Louis, Mo.,
O.M. Reynolds,. Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Glenda S.
Byerly, Rt. 6 Bx. 71, Murray,
Charles W. Veach, 30BS-10th,
Murray, Mitchell R. Hill, prc
Murray Manor, Murray,
Rocky G. Tanner, Rt. 6 Bx.
175, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Jane
Phillips, No. 11 Waldrops Tr.
Ct. Murray, Mrs. Dorothy M.
Odom, P.O. Bx, 146, Paris,
Tenn., Bob L. Ward, 1501
London Dr., Murray, Earl G.
Waters, 1397 Johnson Blvd,
Murray, „Mrs. Christine H.
Tabers,- -1715 Keenland,
Murray, Alice Fleming, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Euell





Your new leather or suede boots will retain their
good looks longer if you will give them reasonable
care:
1. Coat them with a special cream that acts as a
water-repellent and protects against stains from snow
and salt.
2. Polish them regularly (over the water repellent)
with a boqf polish to keep the -color rich and the
leather smooth.
3. Have thin rubber or leather taps put on the toes
and heels to guard against wear.
4. Always let your boots dry naturally if they're we,t
from rain or snow. Stuff a little newspaper in the totis
to help keep their shape.
5. Wear lightweight cotton socks under y9tIr boots
whenever possible. They will prevent .Orspiration
from harming the lining of the boots.
6. When you're not wearing your ots, stand boot





Nationally Advertised Brands of Shoes & Boots
for Ladies and Children
40%40%. Savings----
koeferease••••awapose•;••••;••••











































































•• Lettuce•• -• Yellow Delicious






• 11/ Carrots 1 lb. ag oobag
SPECIALS
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_ The Treasury Department is
keeping its fingers crossed that
- theThoon-W-be-iiiinfed-SuSaii 11;
Anthony dollar coin will not go
the way of the luckless $2
greenback, wherever that is.
Depsite being cranked out in
the millions over the past few
years, the $2 bill remains as
rare as — well, a $2 bill./For a
variety of reasons, the public
has refused to accept it.
But then a $2 bill Oesn't
anything two $1 bills can't do,
except save the government
-- -printing  cwits. Treasury
Tirepidafion to the' corirrary, the
$1 coin will have a lot going for-
it, we venture to predict.
Besides having a built-incon-
stituency in the feminist com-
munity, which lobbied on
behalf of the famed 19th cen-
tury suffragette, the coin will
' be of a' convenient size —
slightly larger than a quarter —
that will not unduly strain
pockets or purses, unlike the
bulky, Eisenhower dollar or 50-
cent piece,
We also understand that the
vending machine industry, was
a Major supporter of bill
authorizing the $1 Coin because.
it will enable them to market
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: How do I go about
withholding taxes on my Civil Service
pension? I have read about writing here
and there before, but it seemed so
complicated. Isn't there a more simple
way? - A. B.
The most simple and fastest way to
withhold taxes from a Civil Service
annuity is to contact your local Internal
. Revenue Service Office and ask for the
- W-4P tax withholding form. This form
••:. asks for your name, address, Social
Security number, Annuity iden-
tification number, amount to, be
withheld from each pension payment
and the signature of the annuitant. This
form can be completed and mailed to
the payer of your pension.
HEARTLINE: I have an illness and
my doctor has ordered some tests to be
run an me at the hospital. I am not to be
admitted, just be there for a few hours.
My doctor needs these tests to deter-
mine what is wrong with me. I know my
Medicare will pay if I am admitted to
the hospital, but will they pay for this?
Do I have to send in a claim form for
this as I do for my doctor calls? - G.M.
If you go to a hospital for diagnosis or
treatment and are not admitted as bed
patient, the services you receive are
called "out-patient hospital services"
and these tests are covered by
Medicare. as long as the doctor orders
them. The hospital will take care of the
claim forrhs and will receive their
payment from intermediaries, rather
than the Medicare carrier which or-
dinarily handles your medical in-
surance claims.
If you need more information on
Medicare, you can now order our new
1979 edition of "Heartlinets Guide to
Medicare" by sending two dollars to 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: How much of a
reduction in my widow's benefits must I
take 'y drawing-Social Security
widow's nef its before age 85? - C.P.
If you draw Social Security widow's
benefits before age 65, your benefits are
reduced 19-40 of 1 percent per month for
each month prior to age 65 and you
begitr drawing Social Security widow's
benefits. If your husband never
received any Social Security benefits,
then your percentage is figured on his
unreduced age 65 benefit If your
• husband was drawing Social Security
benefits at his death, then your widow's
...bticiefit perntaite is-bawd
amount of money he wardrawIng. The -
following shows the percentage of your
husband's benefits you are eligible to
•
bigger-ticket items than they
-now do.
Unfortunately- -it's this
possibility that suggests to us
the real reason why the $1 coin
should be a success.
The way inflation is going, by
the time the first Susan B's
begin wearing out — or even
sooner — the $1 coin will come
in exceedingly handy for
retrieving a can of pop from a
_machine, dropping in a fare box
of flipping to a bell person for a
receive as a widow: '
Age 60 - 71.5 percent of deceased
husband's Social Security benefit; age
61 - 77.2 percent of deceased husband's
Social Security benefit; age 62 - 82.9
percent of deceased husband's Social
Security benefit; age 63 - 88.6 percent
of deceased husband's Social Security
benefit; age 64 - 94.3 percent of
deceased husband's Social. Security
benefit;,, age 65 - 100 percent of
deceased husband's Social Security
-benefit or older.
HEARTLINE: Why does Social
Security put an earning limitation on
people drawing Social Security since
the cost of liTing is so high today? - J.
D.
The Social Security cash benefits
program is not designed or financed as
an annuity plan under which benefits
begin at a specified age even if the
beneficiary continues to be fully em-
ployed. Rather, it is a system of social
insurance which provides protection
against the risk of loss of income from
work because of retirement in old age,
disability or death, and against the
cost of hospital care for the disabled
and at age 65.
Thus, when a loss of income from
work occurs because of retirement in
old age, disability or because a worker
r, dies, benefits are payable as a partial
replacement of the worker's earnings,
and the retirement test is the measure
need to determine whether such a kiss
has actually occured.
Funny, Funny World
Following his sermon on free
salvation, the minister of a black
church announced that the collection
would be taken. • A member of the
congregation jumped to his feet. "Hold
on there, Parson, you said salvation
was free - free as the air we breathe."
"That's right, brother," the minister
agreed. "Salvation is free - but when
we pack it up and send Al.() you, you pay
the UPS charges."
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WASHINGTON - Money, workers
and expertise are pouring into Alam-
barna from the national liberal political
apparatus to win a Senate race because
of an issue scarcely discussed there:
ratification of the prospective SALT II
treaty.
Well-placed liberal leaders claim an
iron pledge from state Sen. Donald
Stewart to vote for the new arms
control pact if eleeted to the U.S.
Senate. Stewart denies any com-
mitment on SALT and is. publicly
critical of what U.S.-Soviet negotiations
have produced. But this bothers his
New York-based liberal backers not at
all; "that's what you have to say to get
elected in Alabama," one told ua.
The question then arises of just who is
fooling whom. Is the good old country
boy fleecing the city slickers from
Manhattan? Or is it Alabama's
anti-Communist electorate
that is being deceived? Nobody can be
sure until such time as Stewart votes on
SALT in the Senate.
What is happening in Alabama is
duplicated in other Senate races.
Whether President Carter's SALT II
wins the necessary two-thirds Senate
vote next year may well depend on a
dozen Senate races Nov. 7. But the
hideously complicated questions of
arms control, vital to the nation's
security, are not discussed at all by
Senate candidates.
Even when asked, few candidates
give straight SALT answers. The
result, therefore, is a lottery. While the
"real -vote on SALT II may be by the
people Nov. 7, in many gates they have
no way of knowing which side they are
'picking. That is particuarly true of
Alabama's election to fill the two years
remaining in the term of the late Sen.
James Allen, who was a sure vote
against SALT II.
SALT was no issue when Stewart, 38,
emerged from obscurity to upset
Maryon Allen, the senator's widow, in
the Sept. 26 Democratic runoff. But the
National Committee for an Effective-
Congress (NCEC), a long-established
liberal political action organization,
•,ipi:..i..i‘..,1,--,_;:rokoiriteavorigsru40.47,:igoasesonsimpaciaissiiimadart,momoduvoatideymiwkwateir
Looking Back
lio% land FAans and Robert !Novak
quietly put nearly-$5,000 in Stewart's
campaign mainly because of that issue.
Responsible liberal sources report
that Russell Hemenway, the astute
Manhattan liberal politician who runs
NCEC, had flat asurances from Steteart
of voting yes on SALT. Gaining an arms
control vote from the Deep South
generated celebrations in New York
and Washington the day after the
Alabama runoff.
But Alabama Republicans, sensing
that a previously unattainable seat had
become possible, shuffled their slim
deck and pulled out a new opponent for
Stewart: former Congressman James
Martin, a little shopworn, since nearly
upsetting then-Sen. Lister Hill in 1962.
Martin is still Alabama's most potent
Republican - potent enough to in-
terrupt liberal celebrations up North.
The hard-charging Hemenway
dispatched political operatives from
elsewhere in the South to help Stewart
and mustered another $5,000 for him..
Though Stewart is 'cool to labor
legislation, liberal unions are helping in
no small part because of SALT.
- Stewart's campaign literature reads
as anti-SALT as Scoop Jackson, con-
tending that the new agreement
"leaves too much American defense on
the (bargaining) table." Stewart
reiterated that position to us, con-
tending it is "not at all ture" that he
  made any commitment and that "I
have real concerns" about SALT II.
Nevertheless, his liberal supporters
claim to be not at all worried about such
statements for home consumption.
Moreover, liberal leaders are listing
as sure SALT senators several other
Southern Democratic candidates -
including Andrew Miller in Virginia
and John Ingram in North Carolina -
on the basis of private commitments.
The candidates are publicly opaque.
When-we asked Ingram, he said he did
not know enough about SALT to discuss
It.
Then there is the mysterious case of
.Sen. Edward _Brooke, the liber'al
Republican from Massachusetts
-threateneed by equally liberal
Sitting At The MayOr's Desk
About Pay Increases
By Melvin B. Henley
Mayor, City of Murray
City employee discussions among
themselves about pay increases have
begun a little earlier than usual this
year. I suppose that we can attribute
this to the rampant inflation which his
occurred this year because of the huge
deficit in the Federal Budget, and also
to spreading employee,unrest in neal-by
large cities.
Reviewing the 9-months report torthe
--Murray city budget, we are predicting
income to be a little more than ex-
pected, with expenses also more than
expected. Guessing ahead 12 months,
we can see enough probable increase in
Income to generate $60,000 to $70,000 in
additional money for 1979. Given a total
city payroll of $660,000, a seven per-cent
raise for all employees Would cost an
additional $67,000, or just about what
will be available in growth revenue
• Taking this money for a cost-of-Irving
Increase will leave none for increased
-expenses. Th -It-ptpe, 'paving, and
:'•-•-9iiachinery',10 err it percent, with no
. additional money' available we will
hive to buy 10 percent less materials
and supplies to keep within the budget
This would cause us to do at least 10
pe•Tent less work on projects where
material and supplies are needed. '
The expectation of the public to pay
the same amount of local tax each year
'while receiving the same amount of
— services is a pipe-dream. There is no-
way that employees can be given a cost-
of-living wage increase each year and
more money can be paid for equipment,
repairs, supplies, paving, etc. and come
out spending the same amount of
money:
The Municipal Cost Index records a
10-year price increase of 99.5 percent
for the commodities that cities buy. In
other words, what cost the city $100,000
in 1967, will cost $199,500 today. Thus, to
give the setae service that was given in
1967, you need an additional $99,500 in
TriCome today.
The budget-setting is a painful
process each year, and one that no
member of elected government looks
forward to. The employees are always
dixsottsiledln not-getting-mon -raise,
and.the-mbrii- urnimilgtreemmtittie
are alloys wrung out from trying ta
ftbd enough money to go around.' But
like it or not, the time is upon us.
Democratic Rep. Paul Tsongas. Some
conservatives backed Brooke against a
right-wing Republican primary
challenge because of tacit assurance
that he opposes SALT U. But that word
is laughed off by Democratic state Rep.
Barney Frank, a Brooke supporter who
convinced the ltheral Americans for
Democratic Action to endorse both
Brooke and Tsongas, not just Tsongas.
"I am sure Brooke will be on our side
(on SALT)," Frank told us.
Such confusion and obfuscation is
possible because the treaty will be
initialed after, not before, the midterm
campaign. With no U.S.-Soviet
agreement in open view, the most
important issue to be decided by Nov. 7
ballots is hidden. Whitt results is
'Alabama's contrast between public
statement and private expectation.
Bible Thought
10 Years Ago
David Neale Duckworth of Paris,
Tenn., died of injuries sustained in an
automobile accident south of Hazel.
Another death reported was Mrs. Sam
St  IL&1inn of Mr Auld 
Mrs. Earl -Ell of Murray, has
been named to the Judicial Board of
Murray State University.
Prentice Lassiter of Murray was
elected as secretary-treasurer of the
West Kentucky Administration Club at
the meeting held at the Holiday Inti.
Murray.
Mrs. Don Keller, president of the
Murray- Woman's Club, has been
elected as recording secretary for the
First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs at the
meeting held yesterday at Ken Bar Inn.
White Knight Lou, owned by Ferrel
Miller of Lynn Grove, won the shooting
dog stake at the Mayfield Field Trial
Associational Meet at Mayfield.
20 Years Ago
C. W: Stoll, chairman of Affairs of the
Kentucky Petroleum Council from
Louisville, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He was :in-
troduced by Charles Mason Baker  and 
—rein Winchester.
Deaths reported include Mrs. C. N.
Batsel and Wallis R. Kilgore.
Dr. Adron Doran, presiden1 of
Morehead State College, will preach' at
the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ on Sunday.
June Foy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
S. V. Foy and graduate of Murray High
School, is among eight home economics
students rated in the top ten per cent of
a test given to determine if they could
bypass a basie course at the University
of Kentucky at Lexington. Miss Foy is a
freshman.
Jane Vaughn spoke on her ex-
periences. at _Ridgecrest Baptist..
Assembly, North Carolina, at the
meeting of the Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church held
at the home of Mrs. Leon Collie.
And led= slid unto the people, Ye
are witnesses against yourselves that
ye have chosen the Lord, to serve him.
And they said, We are witnesses. -
Joshua 24:22.
A declaration to serve the_ Lard
always needs to be backed up brad
earnest promise of fulfillment in loyalty
and service.
Letters To The .Editor
30 Years Ago
The 16th annual observance of
homecoming at Murray State College
will be held on Oct. 30. Highlight of the
activities will be the Murray State-
Tennessee-Tech football game at two
p.m. at Cut chin Stadium.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Mason Perry, W. H. (Bill) Byrley, 72,
James Elmus Hutchens, 74, Ivan H.
Rayburn, 47, and Donald Evert Duett,
six months.-
Members of the yearbook staff 'at
Puryear High School are Glenda
Willoughby, Juanita Cotton, Bobbie
Paschall, Buddy Collins, LaVon Ross,
Jane Coats, Iuta Overcast, Thelma
Wade, Freda Orr, Imogene Paschall,
Minnie Sykes, Whinie Flanagan, Emily
Littleton, and Margie Howard. Mrs.
Olga K. Freeman is the advisor.
Mrs. Floyd Taylor was hostess for the
meeting of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Robinson and
daughter, Nancy, of Chicago, fll., have
been the guests of relatives here.
Soccer Program Successful
Dear Editor:
Recently the world wide sport of
soccer has gained in popularity in the
United States. More recently, soccer
has been introduced to the elementary
• school children here in Murray. The
popularity of this unique and exciting
sport in Murray has been over-
whelming. This success is due in large
part, to the generousity and dedication
of many people who are truly- aim
cerned with the youth in our com-
munity.
The long list of supporters would have
-to include the Optimist Club and the
Tappan Company, whose contributions
- helped to make much needed purchases
of equipment.
Harold Grogan, Jim Lawson and the
Murray Vocational School carpentry
class contributed their efforts and
expertise in building the goals which
will be used for many years to come. A
special thanks to Jerry Wallace and his
Murray Sanitation Department staff
who transported the goals from the
vocational school to the city-county
park.
Exposure is important to any athletic
program, especially a new program
such as soccer. Tony WilsoA, sports
editor of The Murray Ledger & Times,
has been very helpful in providing this
much needed coverage.
Gary Hohmaa and his park staff have
diii*-an excellent job preparing tke
field, and maintaining it each week:
Finally, any soccer program woiiid
be impossible without a group tif
dedicated coaches and referees, all
donating many hours of their time to
the children and the success of the
program. They are in many ways a
truly talented group.
Parents, fans and especially players
can all enjoy the opportunity, because




Calls For.ree' n Center
Dear Editor:
I am number 16 of the 17 living
children my parents have. My mother,
like her mother, started child birthing
at a very early age. How many people
in Murray have-mothers that had a
child when she was a teenager?
How many people in Murray know of
young girls who had illegal abortions
several years ago?
The point lam trying to make is if my
parents' sex life began in the very early
years of their lives, what pornography
books or movies influenced them? The
group in Murray that is stirring 'up so
much dust about pornography should
look at how many teenagers were
Parlitipating in fireifiliraTifeirin their
'Evittaritir the prtillYmn *Ith
teenage pregnancy has nothing to do
with pornography 'becaUse it was
happening .even before pernography
was being sold.
Why don't these people spend more
time and efforttrying to raise money to
build a youth center and other types Of.
recreation for the young. Giving the
teenagers a place to go and something
to do will help the problem a great deal.
Al$0, if the people of Murray learn to
better discipline their children and stop
letting your kids drive around all the
parking lots in town each night •-.--
,because what's his name's kid doei








PS.: I do not have a doctorate der*
in child psychology but to have cornmq0
sense about certain matters .doeirtil
take a degree'.
' %
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To SecurityNow Welcomes Police Petit
By DAN HALL -
AssociateirPress Water.
— "NEW HAVEN. Co(in. TAP)
the equality of everyone —
even those on the fringes of the
Law . when it comes to the
right to life itself.
Yale. this other New Haven.
After dark, six blocks of
Clopel Street take on a
tawdry glow from the bars,
tha all-night luncheonette —
al* the autos with white
catomis ers fur the black
hdakers on the street.
__ It. is a street not accustomed
to.security.
&t now something_ new is
happening, something more
sinister.
In two years seven black
women have died suspiciously
in: and pear New Haven.
F'alice know six were killed,
arid think the seventh may
have been. Four had
prostitution records; three
died within a month.
No one knows for sure if the
deaths are Linked, and police
Jai% even characterize all the
victims as prostitutes.
it The -boater§ see a pa-
tes:a, and they feet a fear.
That, in turn, is drawing the
ghetto's law-abiding and its
desperate together — making
allies of police and prostitutes,
putting even Gov. Ella Grasso
on the same side as the
hookers in this case.
For it is no longer a question
of-morals. It is a question of
cold shoulder from the girls —
but now is accepted, Morris
says, by the fewer prostitutes
in view.
distance from New Haven's
black ghetto. At any one time
on a normal night, a dozen
hookers, most of them black,
can be seen flagging 'down
cars on the street. 'In the can • trying to take care of a couple
that stop, mot of the of children."
customers are white. men A young black hooker,
from the suburbs. • whose isunp allowed her to toe
- But now the girls hawe quoted if her identity were not
—become less ,se.R.ve. revealed.- offered another
some do go out, they have at reason for the decline:
their sides for part of the time "Everybody's afraid of
a "Soul Patrol" of young black everybody."
Meanwhile, Police Chief
Edward Morrone says New
Haven, West Haven and
Orange police are working
hard but have no leads. What
they do know adds up to a
confusing case. In addition to
men who would normally shun
them.
"We walk with the girls.
Wherever they go, we go. It
kind of cuts down the action,"
says Donald Maris. He
organized a patrol of 15 men
Sept. 23 after Terry Williams,
23, of New Haven was found
v 
2letin Austin, 





beafand- stabbed and -her
enda
9fte--APIrls--.4013tealld=fialit=
started to change:, say(' shopping center in Orange.
Morris. "We found that many There is but one common
denominator: all were black
women.
The slayings have made
New Haven's blacks in-
creasingly agitated-,
especially since Ms. Williams'
death, the latest It may have
coincided with a radio talk
show about the earlier six
At one point, rumors began
to spread — reports of two
slayings that never happened,
for example. So when the Soul
Patfol formed, Chief Morrone
welcomed it. "Peer
pressure," he says, can cut
crime, and "there's a little bit
of fear when there's a Soul
Patrol doing it. "
As Morrone and West Haven
Police Chief Joseph Malin--
'Conic° tried to calm citizens,
Gov. Grasso Offered a $20,
reward for information,
Mayor Frank Logue issued a
statement backing police 'and
urging citizens to fight crime,
and State Treasurer Henry
Parker, a New Haven black,
went to meetings to muster
black community action.
But they have not found
complete harmony. • While
they and the citizenry agree
something must be done about
prostitution and crime in
general, blacks have been
,attention.,




whites marched to police
dq
.=
Jones, executive director of
the city's Black Coalition, has
called for special efforts and
more money for the in-
vestigation.
of .them didn't want to be out
there but got involved with
drugs or were hustling around
Miss Williams:
—Sharon Liburd, 22, who
nude and shot to death in a police said had a prostitution
motel  folio...say she %via  11,_xscorit was_ found. _shut to
prostitute who appurently death in August 1976 outside
went there with a Man who her West Haven apartnint.
picked her up doWntown. . —Helen Montgomery, 20, of
The patrol does not ac-
company all the girls all the
time. Mostly, it watches for
clues, tries to make the girls
feel safer. It notes plate
numbers of cars; it sometimes
urges prostitutes to stay off




Baptist Ch u rch-
ames Fortner, Pastor-
liavidiStone, EfangoliiT
e Tune 7:34 p.m. Nightly
Daytime Services
12:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
With -Lunch Provided
located on 121 By-Pass Near'
16th St. Intersection
"Come and Be With Us"
Waterbury, was beaten to
.death and left in a New Haven
park last October.
—Elsie McDowell, 20, was
stabbed to death in her Wett
Haven apartment last
—Evelyn Kelly, 20, a New
Haven prostitute. was
strangled and left bound and
gagged in St. .Lawrence
Cemetery, West Haven, also
last Decarnber.
—The body of Alter Boykin,
a 28-year-old New Haven
prostitute, was found Aug. 29
near a road_ which skirts SL
Lawrence Cemetery. The
word "love" was written in
lipstick on her leg, but the
body had decomposed so
much that a cause of death
Inmate Charged May
Never Come To Trial
EDINVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities don't know if a
former Kentucky State
Penitentiary inmate ever will
be tried on a charge of escape
contained in a Lyon County
grand jury indictment.
Inmon English, the Man
named in: the indictment,
allegedly escaped 20 years
ago., His whereabouts were not
known until two months ago,
and then, after an arrest in
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English escaped from the
prison at Eddyville on May 23,
19587 said Willard McLean,
deputy warden for security.
He had been sent•there on a
-willful murder conviction In
1947, paroled in .1955, and sent
back on a life senterice. for
assault with intent to rob. He
escaped the _next year,
McLean Said.
A search was made, but
prison authorities heard
nothing about' English until
Kentucky State Police called
last month with an FBI
inquiry.
That inquiry was launched
following the arrest Aug. 2 of
Lewis Clark Holifield at
Newport News, Va., on a
charge of operating an ob-
scene show at a local night-
club, said Larry King,
assistant commonwealth's
attorney at Newport News.
King said "a relatively low"
bond was set, Hollifield paid it
and was set free until his trial.
Then a routine check of his
fingerprints tlirough the FBI's
National Crime- Information
Center revealed that Hollifield
actually was English, King
said.
English, now 63, did not
show up on his Oct. 10 trial
date, "for obvious reasons,"
King said. His current
whereabduts are unknown by
Virginia officials, who have
issued a warrant for him.
 If he is not caught, he will be
tried in absentia in Newport
News after Jan. 1, King said.'
He said if English is Caught,
the state may send him back
to Kentucky because he has a
prison term to complete here.
The Lyon County grand jury
indicted English last week for
escape from the penitentiary,
and McLean said, "As soon as
we find out where he is, we'll
proceed to get him back.'
However, McLean added,
"He might have been a model
citizen for the last 20 years
except. for the, obscene show
charge and the governor there
(in Virginia) might say,_`We' II
keep him.— -• •
Extradition requests from
other states are handled
'through governors unless the
person waives his ight to
contest the request.
MILLION
DETROIT • (AP) — The
Detroit Institute of Arts ex-
pects to have its first million-
visitoryeer -since the early
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Every Day Low Prices
Compam These
WINT0$1000
Obtain game ticket and collector






pstioramed BowINSTANT :::,°,47:." - COLLECT ,,a,,=° :) .`"'"g.,..1, & May1
 WIN  in2 matChing bingO*C" numbs( Kam oneither honzontalty, verticallyOr diagonally, you win the & WIN collector card Collect numbers to
amount indicated complete any straight row of I boxes
and win amount shown tor game
SAVE $14°
With The Purchase





































Limit 6 Per Customer
With $7.50 Additional Purchase









Of 5 Lbs. Of
Bryan Whole
Boston Butt
Sliced Slab Family Pack
Bacon
 - KJngsford
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In Our Frozen Food Section
Scot Lad Shoe String
French Fries 2 2 lb 69`
Pierre
Chuckwagon, Veal & Pork Meat
Patties






































Record-Setting Yanks Capture 22nd Work! Series
By FRED ROTHENBERG.
AP Sports Writer
' LOS ANGELES — The
miracle New York-Yankees
Fall Classic for the second
year in a row. And the Learn
that was 14 games behind
Roston July 20, beat the Red
the American League pennant
won the World Series the hard
way, of course.
The Yankees became the
first team in World Series
hrstory !o 'wig 'four straight
games after dropping the first
**Nobody's ever dine- what
this cid) did." said Yankee
owner George Steinbrenper,
who has won three AL pen-
nants and two world titles
since taking over the club in
4973. "This is as great a
Yankee ,team as there ever
was. I don't care about the '27
Yankees or any other of the
of all basekpall comebacks by
-winiimk the final game of the
75th World „Series with a
pitcher who was supposed to
be washed .up and a puny
infielder Who was written off
as o,major leaguer
Catfish Hunter found one
._ _Mose victors* in_his relic of a
right- arm, while second
baseman Brian Doyle made
major offensive and defensive
contributions, leading the
Yanks to a 7-2 triumph over
the Los Angeles Dodgers
Tuesday night for their 22nd
World Championship.
• By winning Game 6, the
Yanks beat the Dodgers in the
great. Yankee teams. , This
team overcame everything."
That Hunter could start the
sixth game, pitch seven in-
.—v..4 is1;-
WaS•
medical miracle. His right
shoulder, so painful in June
that he swore he would never
pitch hurt . again, was
manipulated by Dr. Maurice
Cowan. Thetieatment, a stab
in the dark at best, worked,
allowing Hunter te. fuel the.
Yanks' late-summer
comeback with a 9-3 record
down the stretch.
I had was control," said
Hunter, who was relieved by
Rich Gossage in the eighth
after giving up six hits, in-
cluding Davey Lopes' leadoff
home run. ICatcher Thur-
man) Munson came out and
told me I didn't have anything, roster because Willie Ran- Jackson tipped his cap twice
that I shotild just hit his WO was hurt. to the Dodger fans who had
target "Brian Doyle made us not booed him. The homer, his.
Hunter zeroed in on the miss the best second baseman ninth in World Series corn-
Rei petition moved him vim h_
- Jackson, who smacked a two- place on the all-time list.
Bucks Dent and Doyle to do run homer against Bob Welch, Big hits are 'expected of
the rest. Doyle's backhand the winner of the classic ' Jackson, who was on his fifth
stab began an inning-ending JacksonWelch confrontetion world championship team.
double play, with Dodgers on in Game 2. But no one expected, Doyle to
first and second and trailing Doyle's double, his first have seven hip in 16 at-bats,
only 3-2 in the third. extra base hit in the majors except the 5-foot-10, 165-pound
"That was the biggest and only his second RBI, tied - infielder from Kentucky. -
defensive play of the game," 4ie game 4-In the second. "I know why I was in the
said Dent, the Series' Most The next bitter up was Dent,- minors for so long,". said
Valuable Player, who batted - hitting in the ninth position,- Doyle, who shuffled between
.417 with seven runs batted in, and he singled in two more New 'cork and the Yanks' top
including three in the finale. farm club in Tacoma, Wash.,
"I'm very happy for the little Dent and Doyle both drove all season. "I don't have
man (Doyle)." • in runs again in the sixth and outstanding speed. I don't
"I feel like Cinderella," said Jackson creamed Welch's have an outstanding arm. And
- the little man who toiled six first pitch for a-twe-rtintiorner---T-7(kitil have--- outstanding
years in the minort and was to end the scoring in the power. What else do the sccuts
• only -.added to the Yankee seventh. After touching home,. look for?
Eagles' Sensation Montgomery
Ranks A s Leading Rusher
By the Associated Press
Wilbert Montgomery is.one
of those -Where did he come
from?" running backs. .
He came, if you must know,
from Abilene Christian
• University in Texas. And the
• Philadelphia Eagles' newest
sensation is making a lot of
defensive linemen and backs
step back and say "Where did
he go"
40 Where he's gone so far this
• -seisSen is right-to.the top of the
National Football League's
rushing charts with 687 yards




A year and a half ago, when
.the • college draft rolled
around, the pro scouts put out
the word. Don't take a chance
on this kid, they said. Not
worth the gamble.
"I got hurt in my junior and
senior years," he says. When
I was a junior, I had a
shoulder separation. The next
year I had calcium deposits in
my thigh and missed the last
five gaines. The word was that
I was injury-prone.
• "The. New England Patriots
--said _they were gonna pick me
second round, then they
took a close look and decided I
wouldn't be 'ready for the '77
season."
So the Patriots passed
Montgomery in the second
round.. and the third, fourth
and fifth as well. So did the
rest of the league. In the sixth
round the Eagles finally called
his nathe.
It was not exactly a vote of
confidence for the kid who'd
set a collegiate record with 76
career touchdowns, who'd led
Abilene Christian to the NAIA
championship as a freshman
when lied scored 37 of them,
smashing the single-season
college record of 29 held by a
couple of guys named Terry
Metcalf and Lydell Mitchel,l, in a seasan. •• _
"I knew if I got even a small - "He's a gifted athlete who's
chance to shovi".them "what I
could do that I had a pretty
decent chance to make the
team," Montgomery says. He
did. He also led the National
Conference in kickoff returns
and, in his lone start at the end
Murray Middle, Southwest
Lose; East Game Cancelled
East Calloway finally Tailed
to win a football game
Tuesday. The Lakers, un-
beaten through five games,
didn't lose, either. Their
scheduled meeting against
Lone Oak was cancelled due to
a mix-up in the playing site.
In other junior-high games,
Southwest Calloway fell to
Grove Tenn.) Elementary 24-
6, and Murray Middle lost to
Mayfield 30-14. North
Calloway had an open date.
The details:
**Their coach (Jim Webb
said he called here yesterday;
and someone told him that the
game had been moved to his
playing field," said East
coach Bill Miller. The contest,
was scheduled for the -East
playing field.




Only Murray Middle, •next
week's opponent, lies between
East and an undefeated
season.
Grove 24, Southwest 6
PARIS, Tenn. — Grove
jumped to a 24-0 halftime lead
and coasted to the victory.
Southwest scored its only
touchdown with two minutes
left in the game on a 3‘yard
run around left end by Jeff
Butterworth. The play was set
up by a Butterworth to Freddy
Stone pass completion-,
moving the ball from the
Calloway 30.
"I wasn't really disap-
pointed," said Southwest
coach Merrill Brick. "They
just dwarfed us in size. They
were a good team."
He credited good defensive
play from end Bill Poole,
- -tackle Tim Pitman and nose
guard Lill Holland.
!Hayfield 3S, Murray Middle 14
.MAYFIELD — Tim Brown
scored the first Murtay touch-
down on a 65-yard run early in
the third quarter.
Steve McDougal rambled
from two yards out early in
the fourth period for the other
Tiger score before Bill Glavin
ran around left end for the two
point conversion and the final
Murray points.
The Tigers face East
Calloway Tuesday in their
final game of the season.
GUITAR SALE
on
all new guitars in stock








Has only one business location, which pi;
located app. 5 miles from Murray on Hwy. 121
West, app. 1/2 mile past Stella, turn left on But-
- terworth Rd. then 200 yards. •-
• • -** ;1*. "z
of the season, rushed for 103
yards and two touchdowns
against the New York Jets."
"That was all I needed. That
showed me I could cut it. The
doubts I had about myself
ended right then."
This year he has already
tied Steve Van Buren's club
record of four 100-yard games
in a season — and he's a good
bet to shatter Van Buren's 29-
yearold team record of 1,146
really just starting to find out
what he can do, just realizing
what kind of potential he does
have," says Eagles Coach
Dick Vermeil. "He could be to
us what Terry Metcalf was to
the Cardinals.
'He was unsure of himself
as a rookie. He's still an in-
troverted, quiet kid that I
think takes a while to fit into
any ionization. . He's a
background type of guy. He's
never going to forget where he




By the Associated Press
LOS ANGEI.F.S — The New
York Yankees broke four
World Series team batting
records for a six-game Series
— all of them held by the 1936
Yankees — when they
•.ritefeated the Los Angeles
Dodgers in 1978 Series
The Yankee total of 68 hits
broke the mark of 65. They
also had 57 singles, surpassing
their record 49, and a .306
batting average — better than
the .302 compiled in 1936.
Also their 222 at-bats broke
the mark of 215.
New York also extended its
records for most games won in
World Series competition, 107,
and most World Series won,
22.
The two clubs used a total of
47 players, breaking the
record of 45 which had. been
reached three times — by Los
Angeles and New York in 1977,
by the New York Giants and
Yankees in 1951, and by Los
Angeles and the Chicago
White Sox in 1959.
The total of 120 hits by the -
two 1978 teams tied the
sixgame Series record set by
the Brooklyn 'Dodgers and
Yankees in 1953.
Dodgers pitcher Don Sutton
' tied two negative records. He
allowed 10 runs, tying the
Series mark shared by Don
Gullett of the Yankees in 1977,
Slim Sallee of the Giants In
1917: and Red Buffing of the
Yankees in 1936.
Sutton's two losses also tied
the record shared by many .
pitchers and last done by Clem
Labine of Brooklyn in 1953.
The Dodgers had no com-
plete games in the Series,
tying the record set in 1959 by-
both the Chicago White Sox
and Los Angeles.
The Yankees had no saves in .
the series, tyintg the record
they set along with Los
Angeles last year.
The Series provided a
record gate receipt, of
$4,667,542.57 breaking the
mark $3,978,825.33 set by thrift
two teams last year.




broke the . record of
$2,77.8,300.31 aka set by tge
Yankees and Dodgers in 1977.
believed all along
there's a spot for the little Man
in this game, the man who can
do the fundamental things and
make thernut I ru. playa." 
It was Dent's three-run
homer that was the big blow in
. the Yanks' 5-4 playoff win ovgr
Boston and, two weeks later,
he's the star of the series.
Composite Series Box
NEW YORE
' ab r 310 kr rig avg
Myers, cf-ph 14 2 6 0 3 0 1 333
Mar, cl-ph I 2 3 1 I 0 0 370
White, It '24 9 I 0 0 1 "4 333
Munson. c 23 5 I 3 0 0 7 no
Jackson. WI 23 2.3 1 C. 2 I .301
.ea, i4 •ss_s ..ns
Nettles, 3b 25 2 4 9 0 0 1 110
Chstublias,
lb 12 3 2 0 0 0 0
Slam key, 2b 5 0 1 1 0 0 0
Johnson, ph 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Doy le. 2b 16 4 7 1 0 0 2
Dent, as 24 310 1 0 0 7
Spencer.
lb-Ph 12 3 2 0 0 0 0 167
Tharrwart;e4-11 4 a I 11 3 11 .250
Heath. c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
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ab r k br rbi awg
36 -7 1 0 7 JO
X 1 II 2 0113.410
003500ll..11.
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21 2 6 0 0 1 4' .1111_
21 2 5 0 0 1 , 1 .1111
- _
13 2 2 1 0 III 0 .114
12 1 1 0•1.1114
14 0 2 0 OS I .143
Yw,c 13 2 3 1 4/ 0 AU
Ferguson, c 4 l.2 2 II 0 0 .1110
Grote, c 0 0- S I I 11 0 AN
51644,pb 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 JO
Davall,ph-dh 3 0 1 0 • • 0 .on
Oates, ph-c 1 0 1 I I I 131.110
Than 115 21 22 3 • SO 2113 
SUJItE BY INNINGS
New York t At 140 304 1300 105
ISO AllOr 113 443 IS 1643
'
The lekirettos, who will perform at most Calloway County High School home games this season, are, froht row from left: Moat
Elkins, Kelly Prichard, Anne Sarile, Cathy Puckett, Kim Storks and Debbie Smith. In back we Sharon Snyder, Laura Brown, Dawn
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Danny lee Johnson, who has rushed for 760 yardi, tops in the Ohio Valley Conference, is
threatening to become the first Murray State player to amass over 1,000 yards in a season since
Don Clayton in 1974.
By the Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -
Eastern Kentucky's Bill
Hughes, the Ohio Valley
Conference's offensive leader,
will duel Western Kentucky's
•John Hall, the league's
premier passer, as the arch.
rivals lock horns In a
regionally televised game this
weekend.
Heading - into Saturday's
football contest, Hughes leads
the OVC in total offense —
163.4 yards a game - while
Hall is second at 129.7.
Completing 64 of 126 for 787
yards and four touchdowns,
Hall is tops in passing.
Hughes, 36 of 56, ts .the
conference's best percentage
passer — .643 compared with
Hall's .508. But in completions




- The Murray State women's
tennis team suffered only its
fifth loss in 17 matches
Tuesday, dropping a 6-3
-decision to Middle Tennessee.
Karen Weis, sidelined
recently with knee problems,
fell 6-2, 6-1 to Elms Durchman
at No. 1 singles. Bitsy Ritt
defeated Tarja Ojala 3-6, 7-5,
6-2 at N. 2, while Becky Jones
won over Tracy Williams pt
No. 6,6-1, 6-0.
Lynn Martin fell 6-1, 6-Ito
Diana Myers at No. 3; Anne
Item lost 7-6, 4-6, 6-1 to Nancy
'Broadhurst at No. 4 and
Yvonne Utley dropped a 6-3,6-
1 decision to Kay Wrather at
No. 5.
In doubles, Martin-Utley
lost 6-2, 6-1 to Durchinan-Ojala
X1.-12 Chain Saw W/16" Bar
at No. 1; Ress-Utley fell 6-2, 7-
6 to Myers-Broadhurst at No.
2. The lone doubles victory
came at No. 3, where Ritt and
Owen coppped a 6-4, 6-1
decision over Wrather and
Karen Miller.
The MSU women host
Mississippi State at the
Murray State tennis complex
Thursday in a 3p.m. Match.
Hall has been intercepted five
times while Hughes has given
up only two and still has 600
yards passing although he has
thrown less than half the times
Hall has gone to the air.
In team off mai, "Hughes'
Colonels are No. 1 -averaging
414.4 yards compared With
Western's 313.2 for second.
Eastern is getting 281.4 on the
ground and 133 in the air each
game, while the Hilltoppers
are recording 173.2 rushing
and 140 passing.
On defense, Wsteni
yielding 277.7 yards' a game,
second to Morehead's 273.2.
Eastern, ranked third, is
surrendering 291.
Murray State's Danny Lee
Johnson paces league rushers
with an average of 126.7 and
Eastern's Dale Patton is No. 2
at 95.4. •
Tennessee Tech's Craig
Rolle has taken over in the
receiving department with 23
receptions for 429 yards — an
average of 3.8 grabs a contest.
By TONY MIlltiON But next year will be different.
sports mar__ Fort Campbell, formerly of
By Decernber, most high "A" classification, will move
school sports- /sus, thoughts up to AA next season, and into
are on basketball. But this District I.
_Year, a decision • that onth  Classikications are based on
orma particular
another sport in this area — school — 0-400, Class A; 401-
football. ' 600, Class AA; 601-1,000, Class
Coaches and officials from AAA; over 1,000, Class AAAA.
Class AA football schools in Coaches in Region 1,
Region I met at Murray High through comments made last
School last Wednesday 1,0 Wednesday, made it clear that
group and form an opinion of they don't want the subdistrict
the Kentucky High School breakdown. Murray Coach
Athletic Aidociation (ICHSAA) • John Hine suggested that the
Board of Control's Dec. 17, - group draft a letter voicing
- 1977 ruling, their feelings and present it to
And they came away with a the Board of Control. The
decision — Nor Board meets in December.
The Board, of Control has "We (area coaches) simply
decreed that, beginning next don't want to sub-divide,"
season, all districts comprised Hine said today. "We are
of more than seven team.t_haPPY with the way the
must form two subdistricts. district is set upnow."
That would enable teams to
follow another new ruling -
every team must play every
other team in its district.
Except, of course, if a
district is made up of two
 aabdIstrtet3: Thel1;"---eatt
school must play every other
-anis- in its respective-sub-
district.
That really doesn't pose a
problem with District 1 this
season - comprised of
Murray High, Mayfield,
Heath, Trigg County, Todd
County Central and Caldwell
County.
It now contains only six
member schools, relieving it
from following e7e new ruling.
Second is Murray's Greg King
with 21 for 313 — 3.5 a game.
Eastern's Joel Scrafton
leads CVC punters with a 42.8
yard average and teammate
Patton is the top scorer with
9.6 points a contest.'
-- Kick scoring honors go to
Tech's Wayne- Anderson with
5.2 points a game and
Morehead's Ken Hopkins is '
tops in interceptions with four.
Morehead's Dorron Hunter
is averaging 26.9 yards in
kickoff returns and Austin
Peay's Joe_ _ Grimpley is
returning punts for an
average of 17.1 yards. ..
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
NEW YORK - Mark
Malone, Arizona State'
quarterback, rushed 19 times
for 141 yards_ and one touch-
down and completed 14 of 22
passes for 167 yards as the Sun
Devils upset second-ranked
Southern California 20-7, to
earn Associated Press Back of
the Week honors.
Who's Marvin Webster?
Sonics Proving No Need For Former Center
By the Associated Press
The Seattle SuperSonics
don't seem to miss Marvin
Webster at all.
"We're a better club now
than we were last year,"
• Exclusive SAFE-T•TiP. prevents kickback, keeps
you in control
• AIMOSt one million of these saws built and sold
• Lightweight and powerful.
• High performance.,1 3 cubic inch engine
• Power to cut logs up to 3' thiCk.
Sug. List Price $249.95
Our Price $19996
Homelite Chain Saws are always on sale
at Uncle Joe's - We Sell Them For 20%
Off List Price!!!
35 Min. From Murray
Closed Sunday IW.d, ,
Phone (111), 23241K
contendiSeattle Coach Lenny
Wilkens, whose team raised
its record to 3-0 with a 120-109
decision over the New York
Knicks Tuesday night.
The victory was especially
sweet because it was the
Knicks who wooed Webster
away from Seattle, the club he
led to the National Basketball
Association playoff finals last
year. But the 7-foot-1 center,
who became a free agent and
signed a five-year, $3 million
contract with New York, had
just seven points and 10
rebounds in his first game
against his former Seattle
teammates.
"I played badly," Webster
conceded. "I felt bad when we
were losing by 20 points to my
ex-teammates."
On the other hand, Lonnie
Shelton, part of the com-
pensation package that
Commissioner Larry O'Brien
awarded to Seattle after the
Knicks signed Webster, had 20
points and 10 rebounds in just
22 minutes for the Sonics.
"I was nervous coming back
to New York," said Shelton.
"But it all turned out well, just
like I had hoped. I really
wanted to do well in this game,
and to win. It's more fun being
on a winner."
In other NBA games, the
Portland Trail Blazers topped
the Kansas City Kings 115-112,
the San Diego Clippers
defeated the Chicago Bulls 99-
94, the Washington Bullets
edged the New Jersey Nets
113-109, the New Orleans Jaz
defeated the Detroit Pistons
I ii:aa-Antessio• Ware, edged
the Phoenix Suns 110-107.
-w4
114-10.9, the Cleveland
Cavaliers trimmed the Los
Angeles Lakers 113-111 and
w 
Blazers 115, KiIlgS 112
way of the University of
Minnesota who was the first
player -chosen in the college
draft, scored 37 points, in-
cluding 10 in the final three
minutes, as the Blazers edged
the Kings. With the score tied
104-104 and 2:53 remaining,
Thompson scored six in a row
to put Portland ahead to stay.
He clinched the victory with
two free throws with 24
seconds left, then added two
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scheduled to be played Friday
at the Oaks Country Club, has
been moved to the Murray
Country Club, a committee
spokesman has announced.
The change became
necessary, according to M.C.
Garrott, the arrangements
committee chairman, when a
shortage - of -golf • carts-
available to the Homecoming
players developed at the Oaks
club.
When it became apparent
that additional rental carts
also would not be available
from seasonal tournament
Coaches-Fighting District Breakdown
of two schools playing each healthy to be playing games County, then Nicholas. County,
other twice ma season. that early in the year." - ancelled games on Oct. 13.
If a district sub-divides, the The Board of Control's rule The Tigers had to settle fo an
two champions-of-the sub- that every team must play -- -open date.
districts meet 'for the title the every other team in its district Crittenden County, another
f47712  sistdclisitnrt rrrirrhsi --ix ---5eneet-,-antr-V-4t1333. A ---tlfflirif the two schools bave already IL: elp season, will be eligible for AAfaced each other during the • scheduling problems. play in District 1, but will
regular season, that will be If, for example, District 1- likely move up to AAA, where'
their second meeting. AA remains undivided, six it feels it will encounter a not-Since the game for the
district title between the two
subdistrict winners involves
an extra week before the
games on the Murray High so-high level of competition. '5
schedule - every other school Schools, when moving up a
in the district - will already class, have the option of ad-
be determined. Though_ da_ Mm_ vancing as far as they wish, as _.
playoffs, each school's win' have to be determined, long as their enrollmentschedule would have to be coaches won't have to worry doesn't exceed the cutoff for a
moved back a week.---------that they milt get another cla.ssltis in.
Therefore, had Murray High team to agree to play. The Board Control's origidial
been iri a subdistrict season " • For a school with a 10-game reason for drafting the sub-this year, its first game would schedule — the usual number district rule was so that ahave fallen on the last week in — that would leave only three school — should it be playing aAugust. . games to round up to fill out great number of district"We just don't think that's -the slate. games — would have enough
good for football," said Hina. Murray High, this -season; open dates left to schedule
"The weather is _still very. was left with only a nine-game games with local rivals that
warm, and it's not very schedule after first Marshall aren't in its district.
suppliers in Paducah and
Calvert City, the Murray
Country Club directors and
Professional Jimmy Sullivan
readily consented to the
tournament being moved to
the 6,200-yard course on
College Farm Road.
More than 50 entries already'
have been received for the 18-
hole, two-player, medal
player scramble affair.
Play is scheduled to begin at
9:30 a.m. with teeoff times
slated every 10 minutes until 2
p.m. Players have been asked
to form their own teams, and
teeoff 'times are being made
on a first-come, first-served
basis.
GOODAEAR
The entry fee is $5 per
player and reservations may
be made by calling 762-2798 or
762-3737 before 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow. Prices will he
awarded to low net and gross
winners as well as in several
special golf-related contests.
Proceeds from the annual
tournament go to the Murray
State golf team's travel ex-
pense fund.
The - two-player scramble,-
Which attracted a record 94-
players to the tournament last
year, permits the team
members each to hit and then
select the most advantageous
shot. Then both hit again from
that point, repeating the
process throughout the round.
The teams may be made 6
of two men, two women or a
man and a woman, whichever
the players prefer.
"It is just a fun time
arranged for our Homecoming
guests and their friends in the
Murray area," Garrott said,
"and we are grateful to
Murray Country Club
President Red Howe, Jr., and
the directors for making the
-course availabid ftif—the
tournament in the face of this
unexpected situation."
Assisting with the tour-
nament will be Norman Lane,
J. D. Rayburn, Kenneth
Adams, Vernon Shown, Pete
Ryan and Rex Alexander.
GE Color Monitor 19" Diagonal TV




• 100% Sok:Mires Chassis
'GE sin-Line Picture Tube System
170 Position 'Click-In UHF Tuning




• Fiesible Pay Schedule
• Monthly Statement
'Customer identification
CAR CARD for convenience
at an Goodyear Store •
countrywide
• 100% Sol.id.State -Chassis
• Modular Chassis Design
• GE's In-Line Picture Tube System
• Black Matrix Picture Tube
• ACC (Automatic Color Control)
GOODYEAR INSTALLMENT
PAY PLAN
• Longer Terms than aymiabie
on our Revolving Charge
. Monthly Statement
• Low Monthly Payments
• It must be right
or we make it right




GE 12' Diagonal Sculpture 'v II
Black and White TV
• 100% Solid State Chassis
•VHF Pre -Set Fine Tuning
• Set-and4 orget Volum* Control
• Ouick-on Daylight &pant Picture Tube
• Up-Frdnt C.gritcols
GE Country-style
25" Diagonal Color TV
Mode. 2199
• yin Broadcast Controlled Color
• 100% Solid Stale 0111111111
• GE s in-Line Picture Tube System
• BtaCk Matrix Picture Tube
• Snarpness Control
$59988
- - Store *eery 130 a.m. *Mil 5:00 p.m. lady - epee friday Until II:00
• 721 S. 12th Street Murray, Ky. v 751-0595
•
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ElaPT MOM MIDNIGHT SATURDAY
'TN. 8 AM. SUNDAY
Prices effective thru Oct. 24th.
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1978. The Kroger Ca.
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
kick et these advertised items is required te be read
awaits kw sale is we Kreger' stem, 'except es
needle this ed. If.. de rya err of an advertised item, we
offer gap your choke ef • temperable its., rims organist.,
reflecting the same sayings or a maxima which NM entitle








All Kroger meats are
Satirjscties
Cruerodse
Kroger buys only the finest meats that pass both U.S. Deptment of
Agriculture and KOger quality tests. That why Kroger guoront
the quality of every cut If ever you are not totally satisfies' with 0








16 pc Chicken, I L. Raked Beans
lb. Potato Selml, 6 Dinner Roils
only
lb.
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MEAT'! LEAN FAMILY PAX
Pork Steak  •
$ 1 3
MILD OR HOT
WilliamisSausage s  „Le $11 59
KING COTTON COUNTRY SYR( FAMILY
$ 1 29Sliced Slab Bacon, PAK  la $1 " Sliced Bacon 1701.PK G











• FRESH' T CAUGHT THEN PACKED WITH
ICE IN SEALED CONTAINERS
• RUSHED DIRECTL • TO KROGER FROM
RE L 'ABLE EAST (OAST FISHERIES -
• ACCURAMY LABELLED SPEC 1E5
• OPEN DATED FOR ASSURED FRESHNESS










FRES SHORE FROZEN •
Perch Fillets
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KROGER BY THE PIKE
Jumbo Bologna ts 99(
JOHN MORRELL '
MEAT LOAF
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KROGER SLAB CUT OR FULLMOON
Colby Cheese 14 OZPRO
KROGER JALAPENO OR






ila'OGnudB;TinchiKBread 2 LOAVES$ 1
KROGER SANDWICH OR
Hot Dog Buns 2 1.4cGi $1 00
KROGER
Sesame Buns . 2 1T$100
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Sated Time 9 pc ,
SALAD BOWL SET•Dishwoshir Safe Plastic, Textured
Wood Frosh • 11 " Mixing Bowl



































Chicken-Of The Sea Butter Flavored
CWINK LIGHT MRS. BUTTERWORThI PINE
TUNA SYRUP I POWER



















Sweet Pickles  • 
Of t MONTE PINEAPPLE
Grapefruit Drink
DEL MONTE IN SYRUP CRUSHED
Pineapple -
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regardless of -
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price. 
KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM
YOUR FOOD BUDGET
Yogi fled Ito cost -cetter symbols on bandreds'of year favorite items
tbroesboefiiiitaris. Plus oath visa you fled cost-cotter weekly od specialsfor extra savings on grocery Items, dairy, frozen foods, 'malty t beauty aids,
u-.






















2 LBPancake Mix sox 934
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El GOCO ENCHIL IDA BEEF & CHEESE
Mexican Pizza 



















Final rites for Mrs. Eva
Wofford of 218 South 12th
-----4SteeeL-litherates-ilehillRadAtkig
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating. The
song service is by the Goshen
United Methodist -Church
Choir, led by Charles Archer,




Rheamond Wright, Joe Pat
Farley, R. W. Scarborough,
Jr., and James A. Parker.
Burial will folios, in the
Wofford Cemeters in Stewart
County, Term.
Mrs. Wofford, 87, died
Tuesday at a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
George Thomas Tot) Wof-




two sisters, Mrs. Talmadge
Tubbs, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs.
Frank Hylle,. Topeka, Kans.;
two brothers,, R. W. Scar-










. Das -leseerol les Marne
Junes of Dexter Route One
who died Monday at 2:45 p.m.
in an accident at Mrco Alloys
Plant, Calvert City, is being_
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
William Balentine and the
Rev. Elijah Ralentine of-
ficiating. Mrs. Nancy
Elalentine is organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Charles Higgins, Jerry Thorn,
Billy Thorn, Jerry Lowery,,
Homer McCoy, •, Jimmy
Higgins, and Bert Jones.
Burial will follow in the New
Jenny Ridge Cemetery.
„Mr. Jones, 36, was a
member of the New Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal Church and
of the Iron Workers Union 709.
He was born Oct- 18,1941.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nelda Futrell Jones,
'Dexter Mouli /lie; parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Jones, 411
South Ninth Street, Murray;
three daughters, Mrs. Cindy
Wilburn, Scottsburg, Ala.,
Miss Angela -Jones and Miss
Jennifer 'Jones, Dexter Route
One; one son, Steven Jones,
Dexter Route One; two
sisters, Miss Gertha Jones,
Nash Drive, Murray, and Mrs.
Henry Robert (Lucille t
Higgins, Canton; two
brothers, Jewell Jones,
Kirksey, and Carl Jones, Jr.„_
Trigg County.
Billie Moore Bazzell of
Kirksey Route One died Joe E. Farmer Dies
Tuesday at 10:35 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah,
where - he had been
hospitalized since sustaining
injuries, in a car accident
Sunday at 7:15 p.m. about five
miles south of Lynnville on
Highway T382.
Mr. Bazzell, 40, was a
farmer, employed by the
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield, and a
member of the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ. He served in
us* U. Assay _during—the
Korean War.
Born April 22, 1438, in
Graves County, he was the son
of Homer Bazzell and Mildred
Blalock Bazzell, who survive.
He and his wife, the former
Marilyn Sue Darnell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clay
Darnell, were married May
25, 1957.
Survivors include his wife,
Marilyn, two sons. Billie
Moore Bazzell, Jr.. and
Kenneth Bazzell, and his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Bazzell, all of Kirksey Route
One; two sisters, Mrs. Udell
Martha) Smith, Kirksey
Route One, and Mrs. Ray
(Georgie) Shupe, Mayfield
Route Seven. Ronnie Green
also resides with the. Bazzell
family.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro.
Walter Pigg and Bro. Harold
Irvan officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
























To Be On Thursday
Services On Friday
For Mrs. Milburn
The funeral for Mrs. Ora
Taylor Milburn, mother of
„Mrs. Harlan Hodges of
Friday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Whitnel Funeral
Home, Vienna, Burial will
follow in the New P
Cemetery. _
Visitation will be hull, el.
to rune p.m. Thursday at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Milburn, 93, , died
Tuesday at 6:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the widow of
Le Roy Milburn, and was born
June 2, 1885, in Goreville, Ill.,
to the late Thomas Taylor and
Flora Whitnel Taylor.
The deceased was a retired
school teacher from the
Johnson and Saline Counties
in Illinois, was a graduate of
the Southern Illinois Normal
College, Carbondale, ft, and
a member of the New Burn-
side Chapter of the Order of
the Eastern Star and the
wOzark:Ne -EfurnStde'
Woman's Club.
Mrs. Milburn is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Harlan
Helen Lee) Hodges, Murray
Route Six; one son, Lyman
Roy., Milburn, St. Paul, Minn.;
five grandchildren; six great
grandchildren. Two sisters





Joe E. Farmer, ,native of
Calloway County, died
Tuesday at 12:45 a.m. at the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
85 years of age.
The deceased was a resident
of 320 Head Street, Paris., and
was a retired carpenter with
the -.."Tennessee Valley
.Authority  He was a veteran of
World War I. Born April 9,
1893, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Sam
Farmer and "'Connie Huie
Farmer.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs.- Martha Lowry Farmer,
to whom he was married in
1930; one daughter, Mrs.
Belew Shankle, and one son,
Lowry Joe Farmer, all of
Paris, Term.; two sisters, Mrs.
Maude Weaks and Mrs. Pearl
Barnett, Paris, Tenn.; two
brothers, Sam Farmer, Paris,
Tenn., and Ewell Farmer,
Corbin; two grandchildren,
Jim' and Julie Shankle.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Term., with
burial to follow in the Hillcrest
Cemetery there.
BrotbliOSSAY. •
Woman Dies At 59
Horace Cox of St. Louis,
Mo., brother of Mrs. Thelma
Ross of Murray, died Satur-
day at four p.m. at a St. Louis
hospital. He was 59 years of
age.
• Born Jan. 8, 1919, in Fulton,
he was the son of the late Ben
Cox and Lela Lampkins Cox.
He was a veteran of World
War II, and a retired em-
ployee of the City of St. Louis.
-,-Survivors include tus.wilei•
Dorothy, one daughter, Carpi,
and three sisters and two
brothers, all of St. Louis, Mo.,
and another sister, Mrs. Ross
of Murray
The funeral was held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Efarnan-Harrell
Funeral Home, St. Louis, Mo.,
with burial in a cemetery
there.
NOTICE
A 10% penalty will be added to 1978 City
of Murray Property Taxes if not paid prior .
to November 1, 11/11. Payments made by
mail must be postmarked no later Me
October 31, 11711 to avoid the 10% penalty.
Paymeut should be made at, the city
clerk's office, City gall Building, Sth and
Poplar Street, Monday thru Friday 8:00 -
  a m to 500 p.m. and on Sahyday. October




Mrs. Ruby Cooper Farris of
Temperance, Mich., former
resident of Calloway County,
died Tuesday at two a.m. at
St. Vincent's Hospital, Toledo,
Ohio.
She was 78 years of age and
the wife of Cloys Farris who
died Feb. 28, 1974. Born Aug. 5,
1900, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
John Wesley Cooper and
Sarah Angeline Wicker
Cooper. She was a member of
the Williams Chapel Church of
Christ at Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Farris is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Thomas
Lochie ) Petito, Luna Pier,
Mich., and Mrs. Rema
Ostrand, Union Lake, Mich.;
one son, Bobby Joe Farris,






The funeral will be held
Friday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro.
Talmadge Jones officiating.
The music will be by Mrs. L.
D. Cook, Jr., and Mrs: Otto
Erwin. Burial will follow in
the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery. -
Friends -may call at the









line, will present a program
entitled "Love" at the church
on Saturday, Oct. 21, at seven'
p.m.
A love offering willbe taken
for UNICEF at the program.
This will conclude the youth
door to door -canvass for
UNICEF which will take place
on Friday from five to seven
p.m. and on Saturday from
one to four p.m.
The public is invited to




A joint court of honor will be
held by Boy Scout Troops 13,
45, and 77 at the social hall of
the First Dnited Methodist
Church on Thursday, Oct. 19,
at saven p.m. ,
The public is invited and
urged to attend this special




Commission will meet today
-ilrednesdayrarISTIO p.m. In
the- 'City
meeting is open to the public,
according to it commission
member.
CLEAN-UP WEEK — Pattie Craig looks on as Mayor Melvin Henley signs the
proclamation declaring the week of Oct. 16-20 as Clean-Up and Beautification Week
in Murray. Gov. Julian Carroll has proclaimed the month of October as Com-
monwealth Clean-Up Month, and the DECA club of the Murray Vocational School is
-heading up the drive for Murray's CleanA.1p Week. Miss Craig is chairman of the Of CA
Clean-Up project.






Owen 0. Pillans, governor
of Rotary International
District 671, will be making his
official visit to the Murray
Rotary Club tomorrow. He
will be speaking to the club at
its regular weekly luncheon
meeting at the Colonial
Smorgasbord and will meet
with Club President Forrest
Priddy and Secretary Vernon
Gantt.
Pillans has been a member
of the St. Matthews Rotary
Club since May, 1945 and
served as that club's president
during 1959-60.
He has been in the life In-
surance business with .Nor-
thwestern Mutual Life since
1957 and received the Char-
tered Life Underwriter
designation in 1962. He has
been a member of the Million
Dollar Roundtable since 1962.
Pillans is a native of Florida
and a graduate of the
Univessity of Florida. He





consultant for the State
Department of Education, will
make the featured presen-
tation at the annual meeting of




Thursday evening, Nov. 9. -
Entitled ''An Overview of
the Educational Improvement
Act of 1978," her presentation
will be made at the conclusion
of a dinner to begin at 6:30
p.m. in the school cafeteria.
A former classroom teacher
in Mt. Sterling, Miss Sledge
joined the State Departme
of Eddraition in 1076
assumed her present posi ion
in the summer of 1976.
- Dr. Harvey Elder, professor
of mathematics at Murray
State University, is the
president of the KCTM.
Another Murray State faculty
member, Hazel Cowin, holds
the office of vice-president of
college affairs.
Reservations for the dinner
and meeting on Nov. 9 should
be made by Oct. 27. The price
is f4.50 per person. Reser-
vations may be made by




42071, telephone (502) 762-2311.
Open Air Gospel
'Meet Is Saturday
An open air gospel meeting
will be held at Field No. Two
of the Murray-Calloway
County Park on Saturday, Oct.
21, at 7:30p.m.
Richard Holt will be
presiding and will be assisted
by Bro Carl Kelbeher.
1)ie public is invited to
attend, Holt said.
lAlfr DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m 356.7,
up 0,2.
Below dam 301.5 down 0.2
Yladay lake 7 a.m. 355.0,
Below dam 394.9, down 01
Sunset 9113. Swiss 7:07. -
missions at Kentucky Military
Institute' from 1942-1962. He
has served aSchairnuin of the
official board of Beargrass
Christian Church; president of
Waggener PTA; chairman of
the Seneca District, Boy
Scouts of America; president
of the Kentucky State
Association of Life Under-
writers, president 'of the
Louisville- Estate Planning




Three county juveniles are
expected to appear in court
here to answer to charges in
connection with mailbox
vandalism in' Calloway
Education Council of the
Louisville Chamber of
Commerce and director of the
National Association of Life
Underwriters.
- He also served as a member
of the Jefferson County Board
of Education in 1963-64.
Pillans is a member of the
Executives Club of Louisville,
the Estate Planning Council of
Louisville, 1141s sons, Scottish
Rite, and Kosair Shrine.
noon, EDT. today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by 'Post of Michigan,
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Industrial Average 441
Air Products . . 
American Motor*.. 















came as a result of a county
resident writing down a car
license plate. According to the
sheriff's department
spokesman, the county--
j T —11trordIng—tt ealant7WOwlf.w0/1740tntry----
spokesman in the sheriff's Robertson Road, saw the
department. three vandalize his mailbox.
A recent arrest of two He wrote down the car license
juveniles, 16, and a 17-year-old' plate number as the juveniles
left the scene.
Each of the juveniles is
charged with criminal
mischief in the third degree.
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borhood because it was
poisoned with toxic chemicals
that seeped from a canal once-.
used as a chemical dump.
State health officers urged
residents to leave in August
after concluding ' the
chemicals may have caused a
disturbingly high level of
miscarriages and birth
defects among those living
along Love Canal.
Three months later, work
has begun on cleaning up the
canal, most of the residents
have left and the state is in the
process of buying the
homes. -
The canal was used to dump
chemicals three decades ago.
After the chemical companies
sealed the canal, houses and a
school sprouted along ad-
jacent 97th and 99th streets.
The residents did not know
that more than 80 toxic
chemicals - some known to
cause cancer - were oozing
into their soil, their basements
and truck gardens.
When health officials
released their findings in
August, an irate McCartney
roared at them: "My wife is
eight months pregnant. It's
too late now. She's been here
all the time If the damage is
done, man, the damage is
done." -
Today,' Joanne McCartney
can chuckle about it. "I have
no complaints. She was trim
Sept. 15 and she's fine. She
weighed 7 pounds 11."
According to Jack Bryan of
the state task force coor-
dinating 1- the Love Canal
MISS YOUR PAPER? A
Subscribers who hove not
received their Immo-delivered
copy of The literrey ledger I.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday-
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. on Satur-
days aro swiped to coil 753.1916
between 5:30 p.m. sad 6 p.m.,
Monday-friday, or 330 p.m.
and 4 p.m. Serterdays, to insert
delivery of the newspaper. CA*
must WI placed by 6 val.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Saturdays
to imarantem delivery.
Milerray Ledger & Times
Section B-Page One Wednesday, October 18,1978
Falls 
Love Canal Is Not So Lovely
By JANE SEE WHITE
Associated Press Writer
When their daughter was
born last month, Joanne and
Terrence McCartney's worst
fears were quieted. Terra is a,
healthy baby with the stan-
dard complement of fingers
and toes.
But she has not yet slept in
the yellow nursery her parents
painted for her in their house
_along Love_Canarin Niagara
Falls, N.Y. Her mother says
she never Via --
Like nearly 200 homes
around it, the McCartney
house • is shuttered, aban-
doned. The residents fled the
rady-r -white-elafibotwd-weigh-
evacuation and cleanup, '179
families have left the area.
Another 43 plan to go, but 17
families along the two streets
say they will remain, he said.
The state paid to board up
- the abandoned_ houses,. to
move the families. It is paying
their rent until they find new
homes. It will pay much of the'
cost of draining and purifying
the chemicals.
The state's Urban
Development Corp. has of-
fered to buy the now-worthless
homes along the two streets.
The State Health Department
is conducting a wide range of
elaborate tests on area
restating: •
Construction crews went to
work last week to clean up
one-third of the poisonous
canal. No plans have yet been
drawn for cleaning up the rest,
Bryan said, but if the
procedure works, it likely will-
be used.
He said the plan is to drain
the chemicals from the earth
and the canal into a holding
tank, purify them and then
give them a final cleaning in
Niagara Falts's sewage
treatment system.
Although the state contends
there is little danger, some
3,000 residents of the area
feared the construction work
All this will cost about in
million, Bryan said. So far, he
said, the federal disaster
administration has committed
about $1.6 million.
The McCartneys live now in
a rented country house some
15 miles from their Love Canal
home. Mrs. McCartney says
the air smells good and -the
water tastes great, but I'd li
to get out of here into a house
otvn. It's very difficult to I
housing because so many
other people are looking."
,An far,, the development
corporation has offered $7.8
million to buy 228 houses,
Bryan said, and another 11
purchase offers remain to be
made. About 100 families-have
accepted the offers so far, he
said.
Karen Schroeder said she
took the $47,000 offer for ter
Love Canal house although
she believes the house - with
a swimming pool and five
bedrooms - Ls worth as much
as $55,000.
-It's pretty good. I'm not
complaining," she said.
Torn Heisner sold his Love
Canal- property to the state,
then bought back the house.
He will move the structure to a
new plot, Bryan said.
-would unleash poisonous
clouds or spark a toxic ex-
plosion. As a result, Bryan
said, the State Office of
Disaster set up an elaborate
evacuation plan.
Tall -fences encompass the
canal area. Sixty buses are
parked throughout the ad-
jacent neighborhoods. City
police with public address
systems patrol the area, ready
to sound an alert. -
Residents of a nearby
housing development are
seeking to halt the cleanup
until they are assured that the
work won't 'endanger their
health, Bryan said. The
- matter is-pending in State
Supreme Court'.
The Love Canal story is far
from ended. The state at-
torney general's office is
seeking to find whether
anyone - city, county,
chemical' companies,
developers, federal govern-
ment - cambe held liable for
the poisoned neighborhood.
Roger Herdman, director of
the state' office of public •
health, said that preliminary
health tests indicated some
residents may have toxic
hepatitis. But, he said, there is
as yet "no solid evidence.
REFUGEES RIF SNIPER FIRE - Residents of -Esteli, Nicaragua, flee along a street to
evade sdiper fire in the basso that was battered by National Guard government troops
in an effort to clear it of rebels.
Retired Officers To
Meet October 28
The Kentucky Council of --Jackson Purchase Chapter of
Chapters of the Retired Murray; and the Cumberland
Officers Association wilt Trace Chapter of Bowling
conduct its quarterly meeting Green.
at the Ramada Inn in Bowling The Kentucky Council of
Green, on Saturday, Oct. 28, Chapters, which works closely
according to an an- with the National -
nouncement by Lieutenant Headquarters of the Retired
Colonel Robert N. Cisco, Officers Association, will
Council president. consider numerous
Colonel Enunon R. Shaw, resolutions and pending
president of the Cumberland legislative matters before the
Trace Chapter, The Retired US. Congress.
Officers Association, accepted A local committee on
the invitation for the local arrangements, consisting of
chapter to serve as host for the Lieutenant Colonel John B.
quarterly meeting. The Carr, Chairman; Colonel
Kentucky Council of Chapters Robert W. Sanderson; and
is composed of the Blue Grass Lieutenant Commander
Chapter of Lexington; the Francis J. Wright, has been
Fort Campbell Chapter of designated by Colonel Shaw to
Fort Campbell; the Fort Knox plan for the quarterly
Chapter of Fort Knox; the meeting.
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Baptist Hospital and retiring
board chairman of the
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental
,Retardation Board Inc., has
'been named the recipient of
the regional board's first
Lovey Raburn Memorial
Award.
-The award, named in
memory of a regional board
member from Carlisle
County, is to be presented
annually to a deserving citizen
of the region who exhibits a
keen awareness to the work of
mental health and mental
retardation.
Akin was presented the
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During the same mee
Akin was honored as
retiring board chairman $aid
presented a plaque -In-
recognition of his service to
the regional board for the post
six years as a board member
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Adults Who Can't Protect Themselves Becoming Problem
FRANKFORT Mrs. A is
over80, bedfast, and has a son
who becomes abusive when
he's drunk. Not long ago, Mrs
A's neighbors heard her fall
out of bed and cry out for help.
  ---411e-senArect-Aseen
and wouldn't let anyone enter
the apartment. The neighbors
called police but wouldn't
swear out a warrant. Without
the warrant, Vie police
couldn't ,.enter the apartment
to check on Mrs. A. However,
'the local office of_ the
Departmedt for Human
Resources' Bureau for Acial
Services was notified 
The social workers
discussed various possible
courses of action with the
companion, who decided to
take legal steps to get the son
out of the apartment. She also
stances, social workers either
were unable to locate the
pertain or were denied ad-
mittance to the home. The
workers found that in 345
cases the reported abuse or
Two social workers LN
vestigated the report, as
required under the provisions
of the Kentucky Adult
Protection Act. In Mrs. A's
*se, the workers found that
litrs. A was all right and-was
tieing cared for by a women
who shared the apartment.
That woman had been out at
theilme Mrs. A fell out of b:'
The son, however, had been
causing problems for both
FRANKFORT
Approximately 1,500 Ken-
tucky property owners — each
possessing a structure of
historic or architectural
significance — hold a Ken-
tucky landmark certificate,
according to Nina Head,
ceordinator of the landmark
certificate prograin for the
Kentucky Heritage Corn-
rhission.
Head credited the number of
Certificates to the com-
prehensive county survey,
which is being conducted in a
24-county area for the second
two-year period. The surveys
are one of the main functions




of an inventory or survey of
Kentucky's resources of
historic buildings, sites,
structures, and other land-
marks and a listing of land-
Obtain ;nine-supporthe ser-
vices for Mrs. A. — services
the social workers felt were
needed.
Mrs. A is an example of a
problem which is becoming
increasingly serious all over
the,..cosiftt4,:, the adult who
protect herself or
himself from abuse, neglect or
exploitation: -
John Denton is an adult
protective services specialist
with the Department for
Human Resources. He says
that in the 12 months which
ended on June 30, 1978, the
Adult Special Services Branch
-ft,- the department received
1,048 reports of suspected
abuse or neglect. Each report
was investigaged, just as Mrs.
--A's case had been.
The reports were confirmed







the county survey, as a public
commendation and
recognition of those sites
deemed worthy of preser-
vation by the commission,"
added Head. -For example,
approximately 170 certificates
were presented to property
owners in Christian County
and about 200 to those in
Fleming County at presen-
tations during August."
To be eligible for a Ken-
tucky landmark certificate, a
historic site must first be
listed on the Survey of Historic
Sites in Kentucky. "Besides
the staff, county represen-
tatives of the Heritage
Commission or interested
citizens also submit survey
forms on sites," explained
Head. "The survey team and
Free For The Asking!
write
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Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
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Users report fuel- savings
of 50 to 75 per cent!
Ualiada: "Our fuel hill has heen rut at least
in half_" Testriessee: "My ,1shley'gives more
heat, far less fuel, with heated rooms every
morning:" Massachusetts: "My heating rust is
now nil."-Caithda: "We OH. ue using less
than one-third of thi• wisp(' we .used befflit•
Enjoytteirendahle, automatii• heat from inex- ••••
pensive, readily available fireWoixT (any •kindl
Install an Ashley and save!
The Deluxe Ashley Imperial, Model C 60
We can save you money on anew Ashley
Heater! We have been asked not to ad-
vertise price outside our own county. We




Closed Sunday & Wed
hints (R16) f32-5114
A I.
Denton points garl 1 social--
workers found 710 people who
needed some kind of  
assistance or supportive
services. However, 300 of
them refused assistance.
"We can't force anyone to
accept help," Denton adds.
"Unless a court declares
someone incompetent, that.-
person has the right to
refuse.'
The most common form of
abuse was self neglect, Denton
says. "I'd say the most
common situation we find is a
woman in her 70s or 80s living •
alone and no longer able to- -
handle day-to-day tssks." The-
12-nnolith report lists 335 cases-.
of self neglect.
According to Denton, the
year-end summary also shows
83 instances of physical abuse,
taking care den adult and 31
cases of exploitation. In Sk
investigations, more than one.
type of abuse or neglect was
uncovered.
Denton says that the most
Jo røpnrt 
abuse or neglect are those ,who
are closest to the person —
use the approved list of sites
as the basis for selection of the
landmark certificates
properties. After we review
the forms, we submit them to
the commission for ap-
proval."
"For a small number of
landmark certificates, we
mail them tO the county
representative for distribution
or directly to the individually,
property owners," head noted.."
"But in counties or coin-: -
murales where a larger
number of certificates have
been approved, we usually
present the certificates in a
program sponsored by a local




Dr. James I. McKeever.
assistant professor of music
at Murray State University,
will present a faculty piano
recital of works by Mozart,
Chopin, Scriabin, and Nikolai
Medtner on Sunday, Oct. 22.
Scheduled to begin at 3:30
p.m. in the Old Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the rectial is Open to
the public at no charge.
McKeever, who plays with
the Murray State faculty
Piano Trio, bas performed in
numerous recitals in Pen-
nsylvania, Maryland, Ohio,
Kentucky, Missouri, Indiana,
and Tennessee. He earned
the BEA. degree at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania




Music. He has studied with










for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is. designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as





I. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
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elatives, neighbors or from nursing homet and other knowing of an adult who may person making the report has
riends. However, more than Department for Human be suffering from abuse, reasonable cause for believing
.00 people were referred to Ftesourees workers. In 62 neglect or exploitation is that the adult needs protective
Human Resources by -hospital instances, 'the adult himself required to report the case to services.
personnel. Others reporting asked for protection. In ad- the Bureau for Social Ser- The law defines "adult" as
possible cases included police, dition, there were 88 vices, Department for Human anyone over 18, who is unable
;41"n h"Ith (ta partmantAnd---mualculo-P41 8P4.4- ---Resoureew.---Tiar—law---oris —afriffil—
LomPreherisivj care center Under the Kentucky Adult provides _immunity from civil becgiuse of mental or physical
personnel, taft members Protection Act, anyone or criminal liability when the impairment.J.
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Siamese twins Lisa and Elisa
--7,--lisseak-11914-' ‘43rite- WEI; -
first birthday Wednesday,
hold hands, pull one another's
ears, giggle and chatter for
hours, but they have never
seen each other, except in the
mirror.
The girls 'are joined at the
tops of their heads, facing the
same way. Otherwise, they
are normal 1-year-olds, says
their father, David Hansen.
"We want them to grow up,
date and marry like other
girls," he said. "We're willing
to take the risk (of separation)
to give them a full life."
Lisa and Elise returned
home last weekend after the
first a aeries of operations
aimed at possible separation
- pioneer surgery which
could take their lives or give
them a chance at normalcy.
Doctors say such a separation
-heifer has been done sue-
Deciding to separate them
wasn't easy for Hansen and
his wife, Patricia. "We've had
some second thoughts," said
the 23-year-old father, a
management trainee in a
grocery store.
, 'The hardest part has been
this past year, not knowing
whether the operations could
even be attempted," Hansen
said.
Although the girls' skulls
join and some blood vessels
;-. are Shared, their brains are
,--separate. 
Without the operation, the
;1*-'-}lansens were told, the twins
_
would live, but they could
become retarded.
e en.,
Siamese twin girls, born Oct.
3, died at Durham, N.C., after
an operation that separated
them. The father, David Bain,
39, said he had hope until the
last minute that at least one of
his daughters would survive.
"Never, never lose hope, as
long -as you have a breath in -
your body, you gotta hope,"
Bain-said.
Hansen, a former
missionary for the Mormon
Church, said his religion
enabled the couple to face the
posSibility of losing one or
both of their children. His
church teaches that his family
can be ie. united after death, he
said.
"But we've been blessed so
far, and we're optimistic„," he
said.
The twirts-spent nine months
A__their
learning what other babies
learn.
"It's amazing what they can
do together," said Hansen.
"When they want to get
somewhere in a hurry, they
just roll sideways. We have a
coffee table with a glass top,
and when one sees something
she wants, the one that's
closest reaches for it."
But they have different
personalities. "Lisa is more
aggressive. She's.the one who
gets up on her knees and
pushes Elise around on the
-Carpet. Elise is tontentto just
sit back and see what comes
her way," said Hansen.
SINGING BUS DRIVER - Passengers join in singing with bus driver Bill Gately who
entertains his fares in Boston by singing as he drives.
_Ky. Library Week Recognizes
Volunteers Throughout  State
FRANKFORT - Gov.
Julian M. Carroll has declared
the week of Oct. 15-21 as
upport. Your_Local...Library
Week': in Kentucky to
recognize library volunteers.
The state Department of
Library and Archives, in
cooperatio'n with the Paul




and groups throughout the
state who contribute time and
service to the libraries.
".Friends of the Library
organizations," along with
other library volunteer
groups, raise money in
various -Ways, Including
membership drives, used book
sales, bookafairs, film series,
and soliciting contributions
from clubs and foundations.
Barbara Williams, state
librarian,said-thatavolunteers -
and friends of local libraries,
patron support groups, play a
vital role in the development
and expansion of library
programs in local com-
munities. "We appreciate the
long hours and many efforts
put in by volunteers to assist
with Programs, raise ad-
ditional funds and enlist
support of other people. The
libraries need more volun-
teers and we need to show our
appreciation to the people who
are helping us," she said.
Friends of the Paul Sawyier
Library is an example of what
volunteer and Friends groups




















FOR THE MAN WHO RECOGNIZES QUALITY
AND INSISTS ON EXCELLENCE IN GUN
PERFORMANCE.
WINCHISTIA. ...A LEADER AND A LEGEND
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64-282-6 -8




CHOICE OF 12 Of 20 GAUGE





CHOICE OF 30-06 OR 243 CALIBER
WHILE OUANTITIES LAST
NO RAMICHECKS GIVEN ON THIS ITEM
Winchester Super
22 Longs , 89C Box Choscp of assoneii 90 64 148-6/-9
64 209 shot Sizes and
Winchester 22 Dyna- gauges ... 
soli Winchester 410 Ga
3" Shd1gun shells
point Long Rifle 64-171S-IftEstt- 
64250.4 1.1980* 




3 GUNS IN ONE





SUPER•  V Rog 













Choic(4 ot 12, 18 or-












180 Grain 7.44 Box
64-215 215-1
10°0 OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE ON ALL OTHER WINCHESTER AMMO •
uiit&iizauOnrogthenza
Will Continue This Winter
FRANKFORT - The
Center for Comnitinly Ser-
vices Development in the
Department for  Human 
Resources will receive a
federal supplemental grant of





The center, part of the
Bureau for Social Services,
provides training and
technical assistance to the 
president of the group. The
group has given the Frankfort
library $1,000 a year to buy
hooks fee -the-past 4swo years.- -
"Every library was funding
problems for things they want
or need," said Mellon.
"Volunteers alleviate some of
the problems by providing
time, labor and financial
help."
BUBBLY
LONDON (AP) - Statistics
show that Britons are drinking
champagne in record quan-
tities. More than 3.38 million
bottles of champagne were
sold in the first six months of





The I nternational Pain Control I nst itute is presently
engaged in what is the most extensive research pro-
gram ever undertaken by the chiropractic profession.
ThiligLseMsh..ts 0.3 toward de tar minua; the re-.
lationship between health problems and spinai mis-
alignments and utihzes a screening process called
Contour Analysis.
u areireirirmurrror -serve-ntrartz-mdzir
Analysis enables taking a three-dimensional picture
(called Moire photography) of the topography of the
surface of the spine to detect spinal stress deviations. This analysis will be correlated with leg
deficiency, patient symPtomatOlOgy, and levels of spinal tenderness. An analysis Of this type
can reveal such things as normal and abnormal stress paterns, spinal curvature, muscle spasms,
muscle imbalance, spinal distortions, and scoliosts.
Community_ Action Kuvides4rvices gftred toll*
agencies. needs of low-income people:
Weatherization programs The funds are awarded
provide repair and improve under the ,j-lead Start,, 
energy savings for the homes
of elderly and low-income
people. The purpose of these
programs is to lessen the
impact of high fuel costs to
individuals and families and
to reduce the amount of






William . Shakespeare .is
often called the Bard of Avian,
while Scottish poet Robert
Burns is known as the Bard of
Ayrshire.
This is a public service program for participating volunteers. The doctors are contributing
their time, service, and facilities for the program.
Anyone wishing to be a volunteer may telephone'participati, [ors directly for informa-



















—Pasvar-driver Boater Bar brash










EUREKA Powertaam, Combines 2 motor
Canister suction power with beating
sweeping action of -an upright The Roto-
Matic Head has a motor of Its ciwn. and
the Edge Kieenerl cleans pest to base
boards. Power-cleans all carpet naps and
adjusts automatically It has a dtaht 12-


















EUREKA Canister. All-Steel construction and
efficient lifetime-iubricated motor. Rolls on
wheels and has a large disposable dust bag
Comes complete with 2 straight wands, a
curved wand a crevice tool, a drapery and















REGINA Electrikbroom. Does the work of
vacuum cleaner, dust mop and broom We.
on rugs Or bare floor Weighs only 7 Ibs
Economical dirt cup erkties like an ash tray
—no bags ever needed' Rug Ric, Dial adiustS
for every cleaning need 7 4,1N
LAYAWAY NOW _
:•
PRICE °TAU° STORtS AND
Friendly Folks
Friendly Service — _•1 • ••- Cenleic 75.3
M 
-83V






Prices good through Saturday at All Otasen Stores and
Participating Dealers.
• liel-Aireletter 75343%1 •
Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. & Sat. 9-8, Sun. 1-5
COIGNE 0.























Pala; IN THIS AD GOOD WED OCT. 11 THRU TUES.. OCT. 24. 1978.SMOKED








BREAST QUARTERS OF FRESH FRYERS 
ut.69'
U. S. CHOICE BEEF
RIB STEAK
LB.'1'8








SLICED & PACKAGED $ 
— LB. 
1.88
1/4 HAM TOR.KG. 










































BEST I9HFE FRYER 2 Legs - 2 Thighs2 Pieces Breast LB.: 8
PORI













COME HELP US CELEBRATE THE
ANNIVERSARY AT YOUR JIM AR
WE HAVE BARGAINS GALORE PLUS FREE DC
HOOP CHEESE FAENEED,B.$199  
THIS IS OUR WAY OF SAYING THANK YOU FOR
P.44)LAST WEEK'S WINNERS-- it 12 04 Oc 1 JON LB.
CHUCK ROA or THE COUNTRY HAMS Each store will
IGA
SHAMPOO
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1.4 II It 111104,






S69U. S. CHOICE $ i BONELESS LB.
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,There were also 240 winners of




for 20 bags of






.1"S THE TOTAL ON THE T
41,144=4.4.4.4ax ae/p_r -stab.*
PAGE S-13 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMI, W Octet—.
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TI ERIE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT.












16 OZ. 8 PACK
$109
I OrfiPOR ANS4 300
CANS
SIZE






LIQUID CLEANSER 0 g‘,.
PINESOLAE 0 V'




'AN$ 1 79NESTLE'S CHOCOLATE
LIMIT
FOOD ST PS WEL OME.
99' IGA CHICKEN NOODLESOUP
LB.
BOX
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS 
CORN 
YELLOW 
tMILE 3 8aVa KERN L 3 RA t
BONNIE'
DOG FOOD






• Big King Size Box
$ 1 89
25 L, Bag 
$289




























OIL 38 OZ. BOTTLE






TOMATOES 69HUNT'S-21/2 SIZE C
AN
ATE THE 2nd WEEK OF OUR
t JIM ADAMS IGA.
i--•---FREE DOOR PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY.
1IK YOU FOR ANOTHER GOOD YEAR.
10 LB. BAGS OF SUGAR
10 COUNTRY HAMS
Each store Will draw Thursday
r 20 bags of sugar; Friday, 50
ags and Sat., 50 bags. Saturday
light, Northside, will also draw
r 5 Country Hams. Sunday,
outhside will draw for 5 Coun-
ry Hams.
Free Baloons For The Kids.
-)EKCO FTER\r\
eg4"r0 Arifeitir






WITH EACH $5.00 PURCHASE







Varieties 89 With This Coupon 1%
Coupon expires Oct. 25, 1978.




















Jar r With This Co
upOn 1)









1LB. CAN $2 29
BRYAN LUNCHEON
MEAT 12 OL CAN
• ...VALUABLE COUPONS 
THIS COUPON WORTH . 1
204.-off 0
.1)• BIG BATCH COOKIE r0
2 Lb. Pkg. 4 Varieties • -
Coupon expires Oct. 25, 1978. a..
0
" 'mum VALUABLE COUPON 6.11
OST TOASTIES
P 120z With This
• Box Coupon
f Coupon expires Oct. 25, 1978.
0
ej 11. VALUABI.E COUPON • 




































W's Off ilt lHand Remark




AP ) - Disc jockey "Cuzzin-
-It'araw
only an "off-handed corn-
meat" when he told listeners
he was going to City Hall to
complain about higher
property taxes. .
When he arrived at City
offices Monday, 4,000 angry
protesters were waiting.
-Needless to say, I was *-
little amazed. I was shaken,'"
said Williford, who was
substituting on a Saturday
talk show when he suggested
listeners take their gripes to
city officials. "1 expected
maybe 100 people."
• crossword Puzzler
The crowd, angered by the
city's' !yet property re-
evaluation in 50 years,
mobbed downtown New
Bedford for four hours, segue/eying
-ertrirtediff9etilfdlifit
City Hall, and even climbed
onto the, mayor's black
Cadillac to wave signs
reading, • 'Don't Pay Taxes!"
One man was arrested on
charges of disorderly conduct.
Another was picked up at the
scene on motor vehicle
"This is one of the first
battles in the tax revolt," said
Mayor John Markey.
"I don't know how to stop
the spending." he said. sort
of welcome their becoming
involved but not on such an
ACROSS • 4 Maple genus •
1 Priest's ,,5 Offspring
vestment 6 Sufficient
4 Snakes 7 Wander
9 Rodents 8 Lurching
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building evacuated as a safety
-precaution three hours after
wouldn't leave until Markey
spoke to them. When he ap-
peared, they booed.
"No one is more concerned
about taxes than I am,;i;i he,
told the crowd from a second-
story window. "If they want to
cut services, there are no
--services to cut. Yoe can't take
oft the police, you can't take
off the firemen, you can't stop
picking up the trash."
Property taxes have been an
emotional issue in New
Bedford, particularly to
members of the old seaport's
Portuguese ,...ommunity'".
Assessments for about 13,000
properties have beei raised -
some going from $400 to $4,000
- including some in the
Portuguese community.
After tax bills were mailed
out Wednesday, listeners
into. Weld orcr.s show .on
WBSM to complain about
"windshield evaluation,"
charging that the city's three
elected assessors did much of
their work from their cars.
Williford, a country music
disc jockey', suggested a
quiet, • peaceful" march..
mal 44 Lique y Similar suggestions were36 Part of to 45 Simple
be ' 46:Trick 
made on a "Hot Line"
37 Felt 47 Hit lightly program Sunday night on
38 Chatter 48 
Guido's high 
WJDF, a Portuguese-
40 Glue language station.
41 Symbol for note -"Many of our callers have
tellurium 49 Conjunction
only been in this country a few'
43 Diphthong 50 Man s name
years and are not aware of the
--intricacies and inequities of
the tax systeni," said Alvero
Antonio, WJDF program
director. ''Many of those
hardest hit were immigrants
who bought rundown
tenaments and fixed them
up." _
New Bedford, a city of
100,000 residents, is the largest -
fishing port on the East Coast.
Williford, whose taxes
"went up a few dollars," said
he hoped city officials had
gotten the message.
"Instead of politicans
always promising to give me
something, I would like them
to promise they won't take
anything else away,- he said.
118,000- 4i•el•if --Memphis, Term.; iestaymatesa Jolla
Grisanti gently, cradles an 518,000 jeroboam of 1864
Chateau Lafite Rothschild after unpacking the bottle from
its shipping container. Grisanti bought the wine at an auc-
tion'in Atlanta. Ga., and will open it at a benefit dinner for
St. ludes Children's Hospital.




VATICAN CITY (AP) --
Pope John Paul if, the -first
non-Italian pontiff of the Ro-
Man Catholic Church in 455
years, is a scholar, a sports-
man and a poet who pLsyl_ii
leading role in the Polish
church's defense of religious
freedom in his Communist-
ruled homeland,--
The son of writing class
parents and a factory worker
in his youth, Cardinal Karol
Wojtyla as archbishop of
Krakow stood by the workers
and the students, defending
the rights of both Catholics
and non-Catholics.
"Every year the workers
celebrate the anniversary of
HAWKS
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woaav aElour U. ARE YOU GOING
OUT THERE AGAIN TONIGHT ?
MN, utiTit-I FINE,




MS ordination," said the Rev.
Bogumil Lewandowski, the
press secretary of the Polish
Bishops' Conference. "Yre is
also a great friend of the stu-
'dents."
A soft-spoken man with a
discreet smile and craggy fea-
tures, the new pope is a great
sportsman. He gave up canoe-
ing in the mountain streams
near Krakow several years
ago but continued to ski,
swim, climb mountains and go
on camping trips.
He also loves to play ping-
pong and is reported to be a
good singer, specializing in
Polish mountain songs.
''Once while he was
teaching moral theology at
Lublin, we took the students
on a mountain climb near
Zacopane," said Le-
wandowski. "It was raining
and he was drenehed. As soon
as he ha a changed his clothes
he asked me to join him in a
game of pingpong so he coidd
warm up."
The new pope was born in
Wadowice, near Krakow, in
southern Poland on May 18,
1920. His mother died when he
was nine and his father, a non-
commissioned officer in the
Polish army, died at the
beginning of World War H.
Oswiecim, the site of the
Nazis' Auschwitz ex-
termination camp, is 19 miles
from Wadowice.
His family was poor and he
worked to help out while at-
tending high school and the
university in Krakow.
During the war years he
worked in a stone quarry and
then in a sodium and chemical
products factory. While work-
ing in the factory, he secretly
studied theology, set up a rec-
reational center fpr his fellow
workers and was an actor in a
clandestine theater group.
After studying theology and
philosophy at the major semi-
nary in Krakow, he was or-
dained a priest at the age of 26.
Then he went to Rome and
earned a doctorate in philoso-
phy at the Pontifical
University of St. Thomas two
years later.
Returning to Poland, he did
pastoral work in several
parishes, took a doctorate in
theology at the University of
Krakow and then taught
moral theology there and at
the Catholic University of
Lublin.
He was named an auxiliary
bishop in Krakow in 1958 and
became archbishop there in
1964. As archbishop he per-
sistently fought the Com-
munist government's
restrictions -on the con-,
struction of new churches and
the establishment of Catholic
publishing houses and in-
formation. centers.
SELF-KIDNAP
PAILIS (AP) - French
police have charged the
manager of' a gakage with
organizing his own kidnapping
to obtain a $22,000 ransom
frcee hakemployers,_
Bruno Decoct!, .30, disap-
peared froth his garage
recently Srfth $1,409 -from the
till, which he was stipposed to
be taking to the garage owner.
Wheels Of All Sizes May Lead






board, resting about five in-
ches off the pavement, at-
tached to four silver-dollar
sized wheels! 4,,
But last year, 25 people in
the U. S. lost their lives in
skateboard accidents, and -
another 106,000 skateboarders
were - sent limping inte
hospital emergency rooms. '-
Bicycles have a solid,
number-one grip on the
Federal Government's
ranking of hazardous products
in the home. Skateboards have
jumped into seventh place as
the most likely way of picking
up a painful, sometimes fatal,
injury.
As in the 1978-1979 "Back to
School" season moves into
full swing, statistics from the
National Safety Council, the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission and city police
departments offer sobering
reminders that wheels of all
sizes, whether connected to
rolling toys - or moving
automobiles, are potential
death traps.
National figures from the
National Injury Information
Center (NIIC) show that in the
last four years (ending with
June of fiscal year 1977), the
number of skateboard-related
injuries has soared to thirty
times the 1973 figure - from
3,680 to the 106,000 market a
Carroll Calls For
year eget 
A recent NIIC study points
out: .
- All 25 skateboarding
deaths Involved head injuries.
- One-third of the injury
victims had been
skateboarding for less than a
'week.'
- Most were serlotathlitiii
the first time they tried
skateboarding.
- The most frequently
injured skaters were in the 10-
14 year age group.
- Fractures - represented
one-third of all injuries.
Four hazard patterns were
recognized as most dangerous
for skateboarders. The study
said that 35 per cent of all
hospital-treated injuries could
-have been avoided if skaters
paid attention to the following
 hazards:
1. Avoided Skating from
hard to soft surface areas, i.e.,
roadway to grass or dirt.
2. Avoided skating where
fixed objects such as trees and
shrubbery are prevalent.
3. Did not skate on public
roads.
4. Did not skate on unirn-
proved sidewalks or in alleys.








cyclists and parents of
children who ride wheeled
toys to follow a few safety
tales that will help avoid--
painful injury and eliminate
hundreds of deaths resulting
each year from carelessness:
- Bicycles are now
generally expected to be
operated under the same rules
and local traffic ordinances as'
motor vehicles and should
always be properly equipped
with reflectors and other'
safety devices.
- Parents should be wary.
of allowing their children to
'ride toys such as the three-foot
high "Big Wheel" tricycle
near streets where both rider
and toy are obscured from
motorists whose cars have
four-foot high fenders. The
Institute suggests that parents
attach some sort of flexible
pole with a bright-colored flag




Saving Tax Dollars -----WATE44Tt0.14 -MURRAY
Parents-The- Murray Band •
Boostet in cooperation with
Carter -Photographic Studio
Is offering special individual
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - band pictures. These pic-
Gov. Julian Carroll says the ._lures will be of individual
band members with their
instruments. The MMS Band
will be made Oct. 23, 24, 25, 26
from 4 pm until 9 pm at
Carter -Studio, 800 Olive St
Sign-up sheets will be at the
school the week prior.
Generally a specific night
will be designated for each
section. A letter explaining
the pictures is available. If
you have not received one or
woulld like additional in-
formation please call Carter
Studio, 753-8298 MHS Band
pictures will be made Oct. 30,
31 and Nov. 1 and 2.
On Education
. MIDDLE School Band
state's universities, com-
munity colleges and technical
schools must eliminate
duplication of coutses and
facilities wherever possible.
Ninety percent of the state's
tax dollars now are being
spent on education and human
resources and every
educational space must be
fully utilized, Carroll said
Tuesday.
He and Dr. James Graham,
state superintendent of public
instruction, were among the
first speakers at a two-day
conference of educators that
was to end today.
Graham said all public
education agencies should
cooperate to insure uniform
certification of teachers and





conferees would discuss a





facilities of vocational and
higher education would be
forwarded to the state Council




WASHINGTON (AP) - The
chairs used by Archie and
Edith Bunker in the television
comedy, "All In The Family,"



















KEWANEE, Ill. (AP) --
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., said
Tuesday night that he was
interested in being a
presidential candidate in 1980.
Dole, the Republican vice
presidential candidate in 1976,
was asked by a reporter
during a news conference here
whether he was interested in
running for the presidency two
years from now. "Yes," he
replied-in a low voice. "I have
an interest, as other people
have an interest."
Dole was in Kewanee lo
speak at the annual dinner of
the Henry County
Republicans.
In the past Dole has hinted ••.,
that he may enter the
presidential race. `
aLso expects_
former President Gerald Ford
and former California Gov.




contact Holman JonaV17 S.







GOD LOVES AND IIONTS to













We -now have the
.Love Studio negatives.
If you -had pictures
made at Love's during
the -past 25 years, we










now open every day except
Wednesday in our new
locaton on 641 North. Give us






WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
3. CARDOF THANKS
WE WISH TO THANK the
friends and neighbors of Pete
Henson and the members of
the Green Plains Church of
Christ for their kind ex
pressions of sympathy
during our recent sorrow.
The Lonnie Henson Family. 
WE WISH TO THANK the
Tucker and Lovett relatives
for their expressions of
sympathy during the deatb of
our loved one.
Mrs. Lonnie Henson, Mr. and
Mrs. Stan Valpe and Melisa
Valpe.
S. LOST FOUND
FOUND: Jacket and watch.
Contact the Shoe Shack to
identify. 759-4795. 
LOST - MINI GOLD mesh
purse, near Carter School,
small reward. 753•5620.
LOST: MALE CAT all white,
one blue eye, one green eye.
Totally deaf, childs pet,
wearing red collar. Call 753-
8363.
LOST DOG. Small male,
dark brown-, on Old Concord
Rd., Murray. Reward. 753.
2952.





Waitresses, part time or full








































































14. WANT TO 
AVACADO
refrigerator.
, Call before p
USED SCAFF
pipe threade





offer. Call 436 
ARRIVING
received a
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le toy to warn
torists.
LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS.
6 HELP WANTED
BABYSITTEIYIN my home
Week day afternoons Own
transportation apd
references required call 753
9520, after 5 pm
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHIMNEYS ALL-Fuel, triple
wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88.




controls, by Shox Stock,
electric or battery op





























































person, day shift. -
EXPERIENCED Frantet:
and mat cutter to wore part
time. Please reply giving
experience and refererlees to
P.O. Box 32 D, Murray, Ky.
42071.
NEED BABY-SITTER T5F2 4
year old. 10 am•5 -pm and 1 FIREPLACE Inclosures
-pm 9 pm every other day, with glass doors and wire
P.00118. 753 7467.  mesh draw screens. A44 sizes
POSITION OPEN FOR and finishes. $64.99. Wallin
, Medical assistant. Must have-Hardware, Paris, TN. 
e ,
$39 99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN. , 
CHAIN SAW chains, Hi inoh
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 irfeh, $11..99 and 24 inch,
514.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
some previous experience in
physician office. Send
resume and reference to P.O.
-Sox 943, Murray, Ky. 42071,
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
CARPENTER WANTS part
time jobs. Has references.
759-1145.
10.. BUS. OP PORTUN ITV
ABOVE AVERAGE
ABILITY. Trainees 17.25
year olds, department of
Navy will hire 4. Starting pay
5397.460 per month Elec-
tronics, aviation fields and
mechanical fields. We
r oirtp traiging, _room arid
board. Call Navy (502)-753-
6439. 
EXTRA HOURS earns you
$500 per 1000 stuffing en-
I es with our circularsve op
For information write S &-S
Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler SEARS COLD SPOT
Rd., Middletown, Ohio 45042. -refrigerator, GE stove. Call
759.1020 after 5 pm.
FIRE WOOD, $20 per rick,
delivered Call 753.1609
LARGE DARK WOOD baby
bed $20, call 753-6182
24. MISOELLANEOUS""
6500 BTU Gas furnace, ideal
for home or shop, good
condition. Call 489-2542.
24. TV-RADIO
CB RADIO, Ham equiplf
rnent, Linears. Call 474-2748.
FOR SALE: • One:pair of
-Seeburg ' DISCO Tee -system -
speakers. Two • 15 inch
Woofers and one Altec horn
in each cabinet. $300 for pair.
Call Phi Mu Alpha, 753-4550
or 753.7492. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES
,it 16. .1.411%
4 r
rl 1979 United Feat.re Senoicate ir/ePiF
43: REAL ESTATE
ACREAGE FOR RENT.
Approximately 30 acres 2
miles west of Crossland on-
Stateline Rd. Available for
winter wheat. Cali 753-5532.
FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy,
MOBILE HOME anchoring 3 BR, all electric, washer and
equipment now available at drYlir* side by side
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. refrigerator freezer, range,
all new carpet, glass sliding
door and air, $5000. Call-753-
4074 or 753 1877.
4 NEW MAG. Polisned
Alumipum wheels. 14 inch
with L-60-14 Goodyear,
white letter tires, $160.
Phone: 753-7393.
REFRIGERATOR AND
GAS stove, cub tractor and 9
pier es of equipment...en-al-
and wood stoves, antique,
cupboard. 1972 Ford Galaxy
53,000 miles, 14 inch plow,
floor scrubber with waxer.
437 4801.
EARN MONEY NOW. Take
orders for costume jewelry.
Call Lisa Co. for free catalog
on toll free 800-631 1258.
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, un-
furnished, all electric, like
new. See at R iveria Ct. 753.
3280 before 5, or 436-2430
after 6.
10 X 50 MOBILE HOME in
t.......11,irtessfsehten,--4344.cise4ee
shaded lot in Baywood Vista
on Kentucky Lake. This
home is set up and ready to
move into. Immediate
possesion. Contact Bobby
futrell,. 753:7668 .days_ and
753-2394 nights.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
WANTT TO BUY good used 9 2 BR TRAILER for rent at
or 19 foot disc. Call 489-8376 Shady Oaks Tr. Ct. Call 489
after 5 pm.  2533.
IMMEDIATE OPENING IN WOOD BURNING STOVE,
Murray area. Age 21 or over; used one winter. Call 753-
no over night travel. 3229. , 
Excellent fringe benefits and-
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary, Call 1.
247.6867, Mayfield, Ky., 8:30




21% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY 511 WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE-06%ND
RfAL ESTATI 302 N. 12TH -
753-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
AVACADO GREEN
refrigerator. Good condition.
,Call before apm. 753 8473. .
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC
stove, white,..! 550. Maytag
washer, white, $20..Kenmore'
electric dryer, white, 00.
753-5718 after S pm.
We Buy. Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 56
QUEENS1ZE gold lierculon
couch and hair. Crushed
velvet floral s 'vet rocker.
Can be seen at 20T-M, 17th or
call 753-7538.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
USED SCAFFOLDS AND a ELECTROLUX Sales and
pipe threader, capacity to Service in Paducah call 1 -




15, ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE UPRIGHT Piano,
needs work, $100 or best
offer. Call 436•2547.
ARRIVING DAILY. Just
received a load of used
refrigera-tors and deep
freezers. Color and black
white tvs. Murray Ford
Tractor. 4th and Sycamore.
759-4895.
BROYHILL COUCH. A
maple table with two leaves,
six nice chairs and a Tappan
range. Call 753-3768.
- 18: SEVIFft4G MACHINES
FOR SALE USed Singer
sewing machine, Zig Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully garented. Full
cash price, $39.50. Payments
can be arranged, call Martha
Hopper I-354-6521 or write
Rt 5 Benton, Ky. 
11. FARM eouis).
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99, model HD.30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
 1 
TWO' 3 BR TRAILERS for
rent. Call 753-0757. 
29. HEATING & COOLING
FOR SALE: GAS HEATING
stove. Call 753-0603 or 753.
7671.
HEATERS Electric, Mat.
thews.4000 w., 4 stack, $3499.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
K I NG Automatic wood
_ heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Harddware, Paris, TN.
NEW RED MAJESTIC free
-standing fireplace. Clean out
trap, heat snielq and fire
brick. $300 Value for $200
Call 753-3704.
31. WANT TO RENT
SINGLE MALE , (non
student) is seeking a fur-
nished apartment, trailer or
house.- Please call 753 3524
after 6 pm.
.32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT.SOUTHSIDE
Manor, HUD subsidized
apartments, for the elderly.
One BR noW-ayailable, rent
based- on inertme. Equat
opportunity housing.„ Call
753-8221.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
2 BR 'HOUSE at 1614
Calloway Ave. Call 492-8225, 
36. RENT OR LEASE .
OFFICE SPACE for rent, 505
Main St. Call 759-1429.
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-UK large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE








SPACIOUS ta ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call






40 X 60 FOOT building,
suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1215
.4.41flugCridDr. Calf 753-4995 
  37. LIVESTOCK -SUPP.
AUC TION
SALE
Friday Afternoon October 20th, 3 p.m. at tl e
fugece Novi home, 1512 Dudley Dr., Murray, Ky.
Flrst house off S. 16th: St. Retired college
professor and navel officer moving out west,
Will sell nice furniture, appliances, glass,
collectors items, linings, quilts; lots of nice tools„.
miscellaneous items, Maple table and chairs,
hutch, mahogany desk, stereo cabinet, lamps,
clocks, baby bed, and accessories, luggage,
loads of books, heaters, fans, new air con-
ditioner, flower pots and plants,-400s of dollars
worth of canned food, lots of nice linings, nice
living room suite, lawn furniture, stone items, 56
piece set Fostoria, lots of china trinkets, snow
tires, porbelly stove, lots more. Nice shop tools,
like new, 2 h.p. air compressor, table saw, skill
saw, router, spray guns, metal shelves, almost,
new 8 h.p. True Master riding mower. Lots more
tools.





1000 BALES OF HAY. Good,
$1.50 per -Wale, must move.
Contact Howard Brandon,
753-4389 or nights, 753-5960.
311. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD









Spaniel puppies, $70. Call 753
0943 after 5 pm Mon. through
Fri. After 9 am, Sat. and Sun.
DOBERMAN PUPS. AKC
registered. Champion blood'





$9 for grooming all breeds of
medium and small dogs
October 16 through October
30 at Sudsbury Park. We
groom with 'Tender Loving
Care. By appointment only.
Call 759.4140, 9 to 5, Monday
through Friday. 
MINIATURE Schnauzer,
AKC, 4 months old mal#will
be small $50. Call 4351481
41. PUBLIC SALES • 
GARAGE SALE .2216
etatesboroucttrtTree;'-rTNINY
and Saturday Clothing and
Other items.
"'•?()U AND YOUR CRONIES VOTED TO
SPEND BILLIONS FOR WATER PROJECTE
NOW YOU'RE HAGGLING OVER THE
COST OF A NEW TOASTER,"
41. PUBLIC SALES
YARD SALE. Furniture, bed
spreads, curtains, clothing,
.sonuislAing. tor
everyone. Fri., Sat. and Sun.
9 am-? Go 94 east turn at








Ph. i 901 )479-2'386 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.
ARE YOU LOOKING for a
house in the County but are
on a tight budget? Take a
look at this two bedroom, ore,
bath house in Kirksey. It also
has a li,vi-ing room, nice.
kitchen and eating area-7,
There is a large garage with
work area and for the fixer.
upers a large unfurnished
upstairs that could 'easily be
made into a third bedroom.
Priced at $115,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-






With Thc Friendly Touch"
FISHERMAN'S RET-
REAT 2- CENTER
RIDGE SUB. - This
Cozy Cottage on large





Real Estate, 105 N:,„
12th
60 ACRES FOR SALE in New
Providence community. Just
listed this farm which is all
fenced and cross fenced with
approximately 7 acres of,
wooded land, 15 a-cres..org-bod
bottom land and the rest in
pasture. Also on lovely
hillside is well and septic
system ready for hookup
with trailor or new home. All





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1051
40 ACRES FOR sale, 30 acres
tendable with tobacco barn
and allotment, 2 miles west
of Crossland on Stateline







With The Friendly Touch"
ITS IN TO BE OUT . .
Approx. 28 acres of
excellent tendable
land with approx. 1 .
acres in trees that of-
fers a good building




Real Estate, 105 N.
120.
COUNTRY HOME. Extra
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
on large lot, 'attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air and many nice
features . Priced in mid 40's
Located only minutes from





. COMMERCIAL LOT ON S
T7M-St -rat -arreeletttrisver
285 ft. of road frontage. Ideal
for franchise business. Hard
to, find this size lot in this
TARO SE, 1nard, area.- ..Cobteici t•teLsor,
October )9, 8-5, lots .of SHROAT CO REALTORS,




room with beamed cei-ling,
kitchen with stove and
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms and
1 bath. New carpeting,
furnished with couch and
chair, dining room table and
4 chairs, one set of bunk
beds, and curtains. This
cabin is insullated. Good buy
at $9,900. NELSON SHROAT-
CO. REALTORS. 759-1707.
DRIVE BY and see this new
lake front home on
Lakeshore Drive in Keniana
Subdivision. 2060 sq ft of
living area, brick, central
heat and air, three bedroom,





Income property, has 3 opts.
leased Upstairs would make
another good opt., with very
little investment. Call 753•
3263 for details
One of the 'Otter homes and
farm in Calloway County is
this 75 acres of bottom toed.
3 bedroom, bath and half
brick home. Coll for ap-
pointment 753 3263.
753.3343 I /* Wee







toes by the fireplace in
this 2 BR, 2 bath
mobile home with a 24'
by 24' built on den.




Joe Kennon 436 56/6
Bud Nall 753 4868
ewe Seth Smith 753 3383
Hazel Brendan 753 1513
Don Tucker 753 1930
EXCELLENT 1/2 STORY
brick home, 3 bedrooms,
, large kitchen, living room
with fireplace, 21/2 car




GOOD STARTER. E • •omic
and comfortable h.. e
located near the universit
this home has fireplace in
living room and is nicely
decorated throughout with
attractive paneling and wall
to wall carpeting. This price
is right for a fast sale in the








RARE FIND FOUND Ideal
for restaurant or Music barn.
Its an antique general store
that's loaded with charac,,
ter.. wide stairway with-














Search thru this business for
the many advantages it could
afford you and seize the
opportunity to make it your
own today.. business plus
fixtureS anct merchandise..




With The Friendly Touch"
I'LL EAT MY HAT ...
If you-can show me 'a
better lake front buy!






'Mid 50's. Boyd Majors






TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
sale at reasonable price.
Both lots for a total price of









tucky Lok. Less than
$900 per acrl•:,,
Weekends & Evenings Call
Joe Kennon 1365676
Bud Nall 7534E68
Mary Beth Smith 753 3383
Hazel Brandon 753! SI 3
Doe Tucker 753 1930
UNIQUE ONE LEVEL
Design for easy relaxed
living! Master bedroom ,with
sitting room and bath.area,
den with fireplace, plus all
the necessities, located on
large country tot perfect for
your family to enjoy. Call
.LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753 1492.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnht Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-E'riday 7:30-NObn Saturday 7 :30til 5:00
'ma NIAR ctiT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.75
SI IlOWITal a NOM CAM Ilene /53 at?
GUY SPANN
REALTY
901 S carri ore
-
NEV. BRICK
4 RR brick in Westwood. Double
garage, heat comp, 7 baths,
carpet, great roam. Moderate







At 1602 Calloway, nice dvalvx
with carefree olummem 41A140.
completely rebuilt inside It OM
There ore 1 apartments rued
with 2 bedrooms I bath tea
opiirtrmi has range, disposal&
new sink, new. crepe. A may
geed piece of motel property
rteirrIgiu -
WOODED 2 ACRES with
traitor pole, septic tank and
well. White rock drive. Call
759-4088.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR RENT OR SALE I/2
acre lot readr•to move on,
city water, $30. per month
with option to buy. Roberts
Estate, 3 miles east of
Murray. Call 753-3745. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Lot
1/2 mile east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft. of hwy.
94 East. City water, no
,
division. Call 753-7668 days
and 753 2394 nights.
LOTS-NEAR KY. LAKE.
Large lakeview lots T & M
-Oak Park Manor, 830 -down,
$30 per month. Call 436-2473.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
3 BEDROOM, 3 BATH, all
electric, central heat and air,
fully carpeted, large lot near
KY. Lake. Call 436-2473. '
REDUCED! MUST SELL-,
white frame, 2 bedroom
home. House has basement,
electric stove, refrigerator
and dishwasher. Priced in
teens. Call 753-9924 after 3.30
pm.
47. MOTORtYCLES
1977 CR 125 HONDA, like
• new, for more information
'call: 492-8460.
1977 HONDA 750.7500 miles,
loaded with extras, priced to
sell, $1500 firm. Call 436-2547 
1972 SL 350 HONDA, good
condition(S325. Call 492-8102
after 4 pm.





CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS
1973 CUTLASS S. Power
brakes, steering, windows,
AM-FM stereo tape, swiv_el
bucket seats with console,
factory wheels, half vinyl
roof, Sharp Call 753.3227
after 5 pm and ask for David.
1973 CONTINENTIAL Town
Coupe. Leather interior,
stereo, extra clean. 492-8646
days, 753-2936 nights and
Sun.
1975 CUTLASS SUPREME, 2
door hard top, sharp. Call
753-3295.
1974 CHEVROLET Cheyenne
Super, automatic, all power
and air, $2600. Call 345-2412.
1973 CHARGER. Power
steering, brakes, air, AM-
FM-Cassett, new wheels and
tires, $1450. Call 436.5366
after 7 pm.
1967 DRAG$T,ER, has 440
engine which is in excellent
ndition. Automatic with
steering, has wide
!tires a wheels, S800....Phone
354-621
• •
1977 DODGE ARJ,N, 6 auto.
power steering, rakes,
white with green vinyl top,
green interior, sharp. Will
trade. Price, $3295. Call 759--
1161 days, 753-2738 nights. 
FOR SALE: 1973 Caditta.c•
white, 4-door. Phone: 753-
5561.
1969 FURY Ill, good con
dition, $500. Call 753-4506.
FOR SALE 1975 Grand Prix.
Call 435.4419.
1967 FORD GALAXY Con-
vertable. Extra clean extra
sharp, original miles, 1400.
Call 753-4406 before 5 pm or






Murray, Kentucky irze71. • "
--FO-R43-- RIER.
excellent condition. 753 7258.
1975 13-R A N PRIX.
Everything on it, runs good.
Call 753 9828 after 6 pm or see
at University Gulf at 5 points. 
1963 GMC PICKUP, $375.
Call 436.2245.
1972 LTD, low mileage, One
owner, good conditon. Can
753-2725.
41. USED CARS 53. SERVICES OFFERED
1969 OLDSMOBILE, nile CHILDREN KEPT in my
conditon. Call 753-6680   home full or part time Call
753-2701. • •
1973 OLDSMOBILE 88 Delta
Royal, 4.door, power, new
tires, local one owner car,
DO YOU need stuLgps
removed from your yard or
1973 MAVERICK, V 8, 4 door
sedan, mechanically A 1, ,
interior, white leather, very
Reed.- -Fac ter y air, power and
radio. Town mileage,__  18,
roj S.S.Na-25. S695 dal! 336 .
1986 MUSTANG- GT Con-
_4.41c480.. all
Original- with u•T Tnag




automatic, small V-8, 4-door,
clean condition, $1195. Call
489 2595.
1977 REGEL. Call 753-4991
- atter 5 pm. 
SEVERAL USED CARS and
pickups in stock.. Call
-Murray Ford'Tractor, 759-
.4895. Financing can "'be
arhanged.
50. USED TRUCKS 
1968 PICKUP truck, 100 S.
13th, St. Ca11753.391/ 
51. CAMPERS
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your local Star Craft dealer.
Complete tine of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic
camper anti-freeze, $3.994ber
gallon. Located 4 miles from





small electrical jobs. Call
753:0762 after S pm.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurrf before the
rainy season starts. 753.2418
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps.
Call 759-4878.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rotes. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaviog
only sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate, Steve Shew
753-9490 or Bob Kemtb, 415-
4343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 4rpr
free estimates for your
needs.
-POW- - ALI. YOUR smite- --
carpentry, ebncrete, pain.
ting and paneling jobs call





spec if icalitons Call Sears
753.2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling
Call Sears 753.2310 for free
estimates.
I DO PAINTING, Call 753-
8762 ask for James.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service.
call Ernest White, 753-0605
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing,-heating and sewer
cleaning. Ca3.1.7.53.7203:
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm.
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
• Eonsruction Co., •Route 2,
-409 A, P-aducars„ -Nry.
42001. Phone day or night :1-
442-7026.
WILL BABYSIT A CHILD,in
my home week days. Age 2-5





A LOT OF FARM
FOR A LITTLE
SUS
7„6_ Acres, 30 tendable, 1'2 acre tobacco base with
barn, 5-1 acre pond, hog lot: 24.x 24 Utility building
made of concrete block. 5 Bedroom house 1t2 baths;,












Floored d reedy. Up to 12 it 24. Also born style, offices cottages.
mobile home odor's, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre cut completely read
o assemble up to 14 s 60. Buyike best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PO LE BUILDINGS
AlITIQUE AUCTION •
Sat. October 71, 1978, 10 A.M. Owners: Mrs. Guy Nonce,
Noel Flaygood. Location: From Mayfield take Paris Mayfield
Hwy, to Tenn. stateline, go to second gravel rood on left, watch
for auctions*. -
ANTIQUES:
Round Oak dining table, IS) spindle back oak
chairs, (1) slatted back oak chair, old wooden
breakfast table and (4) chairs, kitchen cabinet
w/flour bin, many small wooden tables, ‘,
hickory bark bottom chairs, solid wood slatted
back rocker; very old, (2) trunks; (1) w/hinges
:across top, churn w/top, old baby bed, crystal
berry set, (6) pieces very old, stone pitcher,
wooded bedroom - suite, cane bottom chairs,-
Magazine stands, (2) telephone stands:: oak
dresser w/bevel mirror, bath tub wflegs, com-
mode and sink, coal burning laundry stove, pit,
safe, bevel mirror, (2) . iron -beds, chifferobe
w/mirror door, depression dishe.s and much
more.
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS:
Pressure cooker', electric heaters, (2) vacuumn .
cleaners, radial arm . saw, pictures, "luggage,
braided rug, new folding clOor, recliner chair like
new, console color tv, refrigerator, dishes, pots„'
lamps, wheel barrow, hand • .tools,----Old Mule
drawn hay rake and much more.
- Goor'44044 Thai 01111-keeek evoitelie4,
Itetr-rentfirtrrtitr-
ASSOCIATED AUCTIONEERS INC.
108'11-son Ave . Paris. Tenn
Phone 981442-41641,1424714-
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dab() Nursing Homeltesidentr
Are Exercising To Beat Of Disco
LEWISTO(AP) - AsTrakoirs. there were all kinds of dances
At . the °retards Nursing "A few people were too - waltzes and two-steps and
Home, disco music as exercise
stubborn, too lazy or had been 
square dances. Papa hated






the dancing, but he used to take
replaced such thutga as hand- • , mama and me and - ust watch.vinpe-tor-
they are up and dancing now,''Your Boat:' 
said Ms. Darigol. '1'he idea 
through without doing it
The dance floor may be was to get them using muscles 
wrong today."




 Sadler, 94, 
who 
grew - 
they hadn't been using." 
Most of the nursing homecrowded - wi
She said . disco dancing up waltzing to "Let Me Call loosens 
muscles
 in •ti-ie , wheelchairs, putting the parts
You Sweetheart,- now puts on legs, heads, necks and 
of their bodies that work
her boogie shoes and her shoulders, 
through the disco motions.
prettiest dress and moves to „E , -, At the first disco get-
- haltd---, - together, "the few who could
the beat of the "Saturday clapping and bouncing balls - walk were hesitant to get up
Night Fever" disco platter. had gotten too easy for them," and dance. They.ciidn't want to
The therapy meetings she said. "They were bored be on display in front of allhaven't resulted in .any and we were bored with it." their friends," Ms. Darigol
miracle recoveries, says "It's new to me," said Ulli said.
activities director Nancy Hardman, whose family came Administrator John Fon-
Darigol, but it has gotten west in a wagon train when Lana came up . with the idea.
many of the patients up out of she was 8. "When I was a girl, He suggested something_
besides the waltzes and polkas
and big band music the
residents grew up with.
About 20 residents take part
in the three 30-minute disco
sessions each week. Ifs.
Darigol, her assistant Bar-
bara Orr, .and therapy aide
Randy Martin lead the dan-
ces.
The patients are delighted
with the new therapy, even
though few have seen a real
disco dance.
There. bite been a few
complaints from nurses who
think the music is tocillaud.
"The whole idea is to play
the music lewd," Ms. Darigol
said. -Some of the patients
are deaf, or nearly deal, but
they can still pick up on the
vibrations."
PARK OF HUMAN KINDNESS —4inda Jennings feeds an
infant flying squirrel with milk from an eye dropper at her
home in Tallahassee, Ha. Linda began her life saving ef-
forts after the squirrel survived a fall from a tree and a
ride to Linda's home in the mouth of the family cat
(AP LaserphotoI
SUN FLARES
BOULDER, Colo. (API -
There's a dark side to those
brilliant 'flares that erupt on
4110-klotaolaial
Geographic Society.
A powerful solar flare can
release energy comparable to
billions of hydrogen bombs
'and affect everything from
orbiting spacecraft to the
lights in the family living
room.
Corrununications can be
sent into a state of havoc by
the X-rays and particles such
as protons and electrons
spewed toward earth by a





A few years ago, a powerful
solar emission caused a
blackout in parts of British
r_anarla 
"If a crucial transformer
were shut down in a peak load
area by the radiation from a
major flare, it could have a'
cascading effect," says Gary




Center in Roulder  - --
Heckman says the center
has been especially busy since
a new 11-year cycle of major
flare activity began in 19714
with 24 major flares sighted
since the cycle began.
WHAT'S BIG, ROUND, ORANGE, HAS A STEM, AND SAVES YOU MONEY?












_12 ELM TAILITS AT NO COST
- NEW!
for COLDS and FLU
































1.5 Oz. $1.20 VALUE
conditioner 70L
the pmee in-emiched coaditioker ha abort hair.
In 3 formulas-Regular,
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